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oin a totally unique trip. We already know that it will be a success. Surprised? The unique charm of the region that we’re going to
visit fills us with confidence. Some will be coming here for the first time, some have been here already, and others will feel like they
are home. And yet, we have a feeling that we will surprise everyone. Where does this hunch come from? Maybe it is the fortresses
and the lines of fortifications, in witnessing the struggle of a man who was ordered to fight? Maybe it is the 302-km Trail of Wine

and Honey – traditions that date back to the thirteenth century, vineyards, museums, apiaries and scows with singing guests, and sauntering from one wine stop to another? Possibly, Weekends of Open Vineyards and Honey Harvest, as well as the colourful Baroque Pro-

Translation

cession of the Muses and Bacchus followers enriching the streets of Zielona Góra with buzz and dance? Perhaps the birdwatchers’ hike
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through bird mainstays on the back swamps at the estuary mouth of the Warta to the Oder? Or perhaps the turquoise and rust-coloured
Verification by
native speaker

lakes of the Muskau Bend Geopark – an amazing relic of brown coal mining?. Yes! We want to show all this to you and more. But we
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also want you to join us on a journey full of experiences – short impressions, eye blinks, a silent „wow” at a view which stops time and
engraves in your memory. We are glad that everyone has their own way of touring – some ambitiously, persistently, with a stubbornness,
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and other casually, sometimes jauntily, with a group of friends, or sometimes alone. As a result, we do not create just one journey, but a
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million... Every time, the Lubusz region will exist through your eyes. And every time, it will look like it’s only yours.
Traverse the forests with us – forests that cover nearly half of the province’s area. Pay a call to the Międzyrzecki Rejon Umocniony
(Międzyrzecz Fortification Region) and the former nuclear weapon storage facility of the Red Army at Lake Buszno. Cycle along the
Eurovelo 2 and the Warta-Noteć Cycling Route. Enjoy sun and blobbing at resorts and beaches with more than 500 lakes in the region.
ISBN 978-83-800-848-0

Indulge in market fever during Jarmark Joanitów (Fair of the Order of Saint John) in Łagów and cheer the contestants during the knight
tournament in Krosno Odrzańskie.
When describing the unique places for you, we also thought on the circumstances and length of your stay here. We asked ourselves
which moments will show you more. We waited for these moments, for flavours and fragrances, to capture them all and give them to
you, in the hope that you will believe and want to experience it – that you will touch the rock, that you will climb the specific tower at
dawn and that you will enjoy deep respite in the middle of a meadow.
That is why we know that your trip to the Lubusz Land will be a satisfying success!
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few selected vineyards out of many along the trail, and

sanitas”, i.e. ‘in wine there is truth, in wine

the itinerary is only the author’s suggestion of the trip

there is health.” The people of the Lubusz

route. Let us remember one thing, however, to always

Land are certain that the best wines, prepared

announce our will to visit a place beforehand.

by experts and lovers of these noble alcoholic beverag-

We will start in Zielona Góra with the Museum of Wine.

es, come from our region, from the sunny land and the

This is the only exhibition of its kind in Poland, located

south-facing slopes. So let us discover some interesting

in the cellars of the Museum of the Lubusz Land. It

places that will give us joy and spoil the taste buds of

shows the journey of wine – from viticulture and wine

connoisseurs. It is best to go by car – but with a second

production, maturing and bottling through to con-

non-imbibing driver, for understandable reasons. Let us

sumption. The museum displays, among other things,

become oenoturists (oînos means wine in Greek) for a

information boards telling about the birthplaces of

few days in the Lubusz Land. We will present only a

wine-making and the worldwide spread of wine over

a faithful copy of the famous
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We visit the most beautiful vineyards of the region, and we also visit the Lubuskie Centrum
Winiarstwa (Wine-making Centre of Lubusz Land). Viticulture, the deciphering of wine
composition, production and tasting rules – oenologists reveal their secrets.
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a wine cellar.

Until December 31, 2015, the

From Zielona Góra we are going in the direction of

sculpture „Boy with a horse”,

Zabór along Podgórna Street and Szosa Kisielińska.

standing at the foot of the
Wine Hill (Winne Wzgórze),

centuries. The exhibition also includes presses, vessels,

Zielona Góra-Stary Kisielin is our first stop, at the Julia

of a different material than the

filters, and bottling, corking and labelling equipment. A

Vineyard. It is one of the youngest vineyards, found-

precious collection of Silesian wine glass is displayed,

ed in 2003. You need to know that after the fall of

including wine cups with engraved pictures or apoph-

Lubuska Wytwórnia Win (winery), a total decline in

thegms and rummers with a riot of colours and gilts,

the wine traditions followed throughout the Lubuskie

slightly to the south, but the

the author to make a stained

as well as metal and ceramic vessels. There is a lot to

province. Roman Grad, a long-time President of Zie-

sculpture remained a nice

glass window titled „Winobranie”

see and it leaves us wishing for a wine tasting by the

lonogórskie Stowarzyszenie Winiarzy (Zielona Góra

meeting place, not only for

(Harvesting of Wine Grapes)

museum tour’s end. Well, perhaps in the future? But

Association of Winemakers), and a man greatly ded-

located in the auditorium (stained

the Museum of the Lubusz Land does not only include

icated to the cause, became one of the pioneers of

the Museum of Wine. There are also other worth-

vineyard reintroduction. This winemaker, along with

while exhibitions. Another place, associated with the

his family, runs a vineyard in Stary Kisielin, named af-

wine-making of Zielona Góra for years, is situated in

ter his granddaughter, Julia. Another visible effect of

the close vicinity to the Museum. It is Winne Wzgórze

the winemaker’s campaign (and other associations),

(Wine Hill) with a distinctive bricked Domek Winiarza

achieved with the support of the Marshal’s Office of

(Winemaker’s House), established on the initiative of

the Lubuskie Province, is the Lubusz Wine and Mead

Kwisa

Gniezno Doors, although made
original. Decorative elements
surrounding the fields with
scenes from the life of Saint
Adalbert were an inspiration for

glass room) of the museum. Some
of these elements (lion and oak
crown) can also be seen on...a
20-zloty banknote.
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Museum of
Wine

marked the geographical
center of the city. After
Zielona Góra grew bigger, in
2016 the center has shifted

enamored couples.
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Trail in existence since 2007 and awarded by the Pol-

Just behind the Miłosz Vineyard we will see a huge ex-

The Centre is well-marked with a system of brown

Dessert varieties were grown here initially, mainly the

ish Tourist Organisation in 2011. The Julia Vineyard not

tent covered with grapevine shrubs. It is Poland’s larg-

tourist information boards of the Lubusz Wine and

Hungarian Panonia’s Treasury, but over time, new va-

only sells its primary product, great quality wine, but

est vineyard, belonging to the local government and

Mead Trail, so reaching any destination should not be

rieties were introduced. The year 1997, when the area

The website of the Wine-Making

also offers wine tastings combined with the owners’

encompassing an area of 35 hectares, and also housing

a problem.

was flooded, was a ground breaking year. The Oder River

described in more detail in the

Centre provides a lot of advice on

stories about wine-making and an opportunity to see

the Wine-Making Centre of the Lubusz Land, opened

There is also another interesting vineyard nearby Zabór,

flooded and the vineyard was under water. According to

chapter “Downstream.”

the selection of wines for meals,

the Miniature Park of Vineyard Facilities. There are red

on October 9, 2015. As many as 13 winemakers work

in Proczki – Na Leśnej Polanie Vineyard. Its grapevine

the owners, only the Aurora grape variety survived. The

tasting, selection of wine glasses

varieties grown in the Julia Vineyard, such as: Pinot

there and cultivate around 10 thousand grapevine

shrubs were planted in 1999. The vineyard, however,

fact was so much of a story though, that the vineyard’s

and the wine-savoir-vivre. Secrets

Noir, Regent, Dornfelder, Saint Laurent and white va-

shrub seedlings of more than 20 varieties. The Centre

was systematically expanded, new varieties appeared,

growth accelerated in 1998, when it was enriched with

are also revealed by winemakers

rieties, including Silvaner, Gewurztraminer, Chasselas

works toward developing Lubuskie Province brand and

and its wines gained more and more appreciation and

varieties purchased in Moldova. Some of them are lo-

themselves.

grape, Solaris, Kernling and Veltliner. Moving on, in just

tourism, as well as building the regional identity, the

awards. Currently, there are almost 5,000 grapevine

cated under plastic tunnels, but most of the area is an

a few miles we reach Zabór. On the way, is the village

integration of winemakers and reintroduction of the

shrubs growing there. It is also worth looking for a

open-air vineyard. A big attraction is the wooden fishing

of Łaz which offers us two other wine attractions: In-

wine-growing traditions and wine production. The

place to stay overnight in the area.

boat storage shed, previously used to store boats and

grid Vineyard and Miłosz Vineyard. The first vineyard

building has a lecture room with multimedia facilities

encompasses an area of nearly 2.5 hectares and has

for training courses or meetings, an exhibition space

several thousand grapevine shrubs. The second spe-

with numerous information boards depicting wine tra-

cializes in the difficult and challenging production of

ditions of our region, a huge map of the Lubusz Wine

sparkling wine (champagnes) that requires many tests

and Mead Trail showcases with wine variants and a

and sacrifices.

show room with professional equipment for the pro-

T

currently serving as a support place for travel groups.

duction of wine.

ed on the Oder, only separated from it by flood banks.

rection of Nowe Miasteczko, and there we will turn on

8
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he next day, we will visit the vineyards located

The vineyard offers tasting of wine and local products,

south of Zielona Góra. We will begin by going

such as goat cheese, pâtés or crispy bread baked accord-

to the area of Nowa Sól, specifically to the vil-

ing to the old recipes. After touring the area, you can

lage of Stara Wieś to Kinga Vineyard, operating

buy wines, delicious grape preserves and other goodies

there since 1985. This is a very picturesque place locat-

at the local store. From Stara Wieś we will go in the di-

Interesting fact: The geographical
centre of the Oder River is very
close to the Kinga Vineyard. It is
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from Budachów, which dates back to the eighteenth

also provides delights for the body and soul during

century, is a priceless exhibit of the museum. The

tastings combined with a lecture on wines, wine drink-

vineyard and wine cellar are located right next to it.

ing culture and the wine traditions of the Lubusz Land.

However, the museum is not only famous for the vine-

Wine is often accompanied by local organic mead, af-

yard watchtower. It is worth spending more time here

ter all, this is the Wine and Mead Trail.

to see other gems of folk architecture and everyday

Let’s go further to the north of the province towards

items exhibited in the cottages.

Świebodzin. It is worth popping in to Gościkowo along

After visiting the museum, we go further north. We’re

the way, to a historical vineyard on the grounds of the

going on the old route to Sulechów through Cigacice

former Cistercian monastery (Paradyż).

up to Nowy Świat. There, we turn right and follow

Now, we are going to the north-eastern frontier of the

the destination boards to Górzykowo, to the Stara

Lubuskie Province, around Dobiegniew. There we find

Winna Góra Vineyard. It was established in 1997 on

one of the largest vineyards in this part of Europe, in

the sunny south-facing slopes. The vineyard produces

the village of Mierzęcin within the Mierzęcin Palace

the most famous and exquisite wines of the Riesling

complex, established in 2004 and encompassing 6.75

variety. The Saphira and Regent varieties also have

hectares. Imagine as many as 27 thousand grapevine

a distinctive nose. The vineyard offers a tour with

shrubs in one perfect sunny location. We come across

tasting as well as rooms in a stylish vineyard manor

many grape varieties in the vineyard. As if all of that

house for visitors who want to stay longer. The manor

weren’t enough, there is another vineyard, Equus

n the third day, we will go a bit to the

serves, among others, dishes of the regional cuisine.

(horse), in Mierzęcin. It was established in 2006 on an

north, near the city of Zielona Góra. From

They also offers beauty treatments, so-called wine

area of approximately 5.5 hectares. The vineyard, de

Szprotawa we suggest taking national

therapy. The third day of the tour is coming to an end.

facto, occupies a few plots in other villages with the

Wiechlice
Palace and
Vineyard
xxxxxx

info
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to regional road 293 and drive straight to Borów Wielki.
Further on, next to a church, we take a local road and

O

Every year, the wines from

go to Borów Polski. Saint Vincent Vineyard will appear

Saint Vincent win numerous

after about 500 metres on the right hand side. The vine-

awards and medals at fairs and

yard was founded in 2009 on over 6.5 hectares. It was

competitions, such as the Gold

established by a native Frenchman, who has mastered

ca, where we turn left, head to Legnica and further on

Medal during the Tastes of the

the art of wine-making unlike anyone else, with the skill

to the village of Koźle. There, next to the historic St.

Regions 2017 Trade Fair in Poznan

so common among his compatriots. The vineyard grows

Hedwig of Silesia church, we come to Cosel Vineyard,

or the Polish Wine Competitions

different grape varieties with a predominance of Ries-

which has operated since 2003 and encompasses an

in Jasło. You can visit the vineyard

ling, Pinot Gris, Pinot Noir, Rondo, Muscat Ottoel and

area of 8 ares. It is one of the smaller vineyards but

nearly 2.5 hectares. Of course, we can taste the wine

by prior notification, and you

Gewurztraminer. We head south from the Saint Vincent

extremely picturesque, especially because of its lo-

here as well. The second vineyard lies a bit further, in

can also taste various wines (e.g.

Vineyard to Szprotawa, and from there to Wiechlice.

cation, far from any civilization. The vineyard offers

the village of Mozów. There is a dirt road leading to the

sunny or Riesling) or buy them.

There we find a beautiful vineyard next to a palace,

wine tasting, and travel groups are also offered a

vineyard, but even a large bus will not have a problem

founded in 2009. The Palace of Wiechlice, with its excel-

small treat and a more detailed vineyard tour. Near-

accessing it (or, even more importantly, turning back).

lent cuisine and accommodation facilities and numerous

by, in Buchałów, there is the much larger Krucza Vine-

A statue of Saint Urban welcomes guests and oenotur-

attractions, can be our second stopover location.

yard. Let us now go back to Świdnica, taking regional

ists from a shrine at the entry gate. Next to the statue

road 279 further to a local road to reach the vineyard

there is a 3.5-thousand-litre wooden barrel. Imagine

in the Open-Air Ethnographic Museum in Zielona

the fun emptying it! The actual vineyard, established

Góra-Ochla. The half-timbered vineyard watchtower

in 2006, encompasses an area of 3.3 hectares. Cantina

10
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road 12, then road 295 to Nowogród Bo-

brzański, then taking national road 27 up to Świdni-

O
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It is also worth visiting the
Sulechów castle with a historic
wine cellar. Please contact

largest located in...Zabór near Zielona Góra. Its wines

the Tourist Information Office

n the fourth day, let us go around Sulechów

are the winners of many competitions, prestigious priz-

first (www.dk-sulechow.com/

to two local vineyards, i.e. Mozów Vineyard

es and medals.

dom-kultury/punkt-informacji-

and Cantina Vineyard, which are both well-

We will end our grapevine trip here, and we’ll probably

marked and located near regional road

get tipsy more than once. Let’s make our stay unforget-

278. The Mozów Vineyard encompasses an area of

turystycznej).

table in the beautiful Lubusz Land.
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Educational activities await

gated shape will most probably come

in the Lubusz region encompasses an area of 20,000

to mind. It owes its great natural and

hectares! We have quoted a lot of facts and figures that

geographical diversity to the southern location of the

cannot leave a tourist indifferent. However, what makes

region! Forests, mainly coniferous, but with a large di-

the biggest impression is encountering Lubusz nature

versity of species, cover half of the Lubuskie Province

tête-à-tête. That’s why – we’re taking off!

area. The Lubusz Land is often referred to as the Land

The first stop of our trip is situated in the mid-western

of Five Hundred Lakes due to the presence of numerous

part of the province, in Krzesin Landscape Park. This is
where the most „avian” village of the Lubusz Land is

es of a unique abundance of plant and animal species,

located. Every year, more than 20 pairs of white storks

including avifauna. The most valuable areas are located

nest in Kłopot and 37 nests of these majestic birds
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Landscape Park employees are
conducted in the form of a field
trip, which often ends with a
bonfire and feasting!

White
storks
around the
village of
Kłopot

or Mieszków. In addition to the geological phenomena
in Landscape Park (around Łęknica), we also find a historic cultural reserve – the 750-hectare Muskau Park.

info
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in 1815-1845. Its secrets, corners and recesses can be
30 km of park paths! The semi-natural and semi-designed landscape is enriched with bridges, a viaduct,
monuments, flood terraces of the Nysa Łużycka, gorges
and viewpoints.

The name of Park Krajobrazowy
“Łuk Mużakowa” (Muskau Bend
Landscape Park) derives from
the Lusatian word Mużaków, or

the province, towards the Międzyrzecki Rejon Umocn-

“a gord of men.” There is a local

decorate roofs of houses and pole tops. The guides will

iony, MRU (Międzyrzecz Fortification Region). The cold

legend about a medieval tower

eagerly compare the „Stork Town” to other parts of

and moisture prevailing in the nether regions of the for-

Europe, where, for example in Denmark, there are only

tifications make the bunkers a safe home for thousands

6 breeding pairs of white storks!

of bats. It has been estimated that the reserves estab-

The next stop is situated in the south-western prov-

lished within the MRU – Nietoperek and Nietoperek II

ince. It is here that the paths of nature lovers, geology

– provide shelter for up to 30 thousand individual bats

the long celebration caused

enthusiasts and aficionados of historic palace com-

each year. This is the largest European multi-species col-

the winners to forget about the

plexes will cross... We are in the Muskau Bend Land-

ony of these nocturnal mammals. In addition to the mi-

prisoner, condemning the poor

scape Park. An unusual bend-shaped end moraine is its

croclimate, the advantage of these deep reinforced con-

showcase: 40 km long with 3-5 km wide hills and the

crete corridors is the structure of their walls – cracked,

average height of the largest hill is 140-160 m above

with bends and recesses, dripping with water in some

sea level. Smaller forms, both natural and man-made,

places. During the winter hibernation of bats, some MRU

are part of the landscape of this unique formation.

corridors are closed to prying eyes. The mere presence of

Among them are remnants of mines and about 110

a tourist can be a deadly threat to these animals – once

Cz

The lessons taught by the Krzesin

tian castles are found, for example, in Łuków, Grotów

Departing the south, we move to the north-east area of
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the nearby White Stork Museum.

Przewoźnik and Trzebiela, and the remnants of Lusa-
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flint products were excavated, among other places, in

entry on the UNESCO World Heritage site list, and is
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It was awarded the Monument of History title and an
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The last glance inside the backpack – a map, a camera, a torch, a spare battery...all ready
for an expedition through the marshes of the river Warta. We are going on an expedition
through the natural wonders of the Lubusz Land.

PEŁCZYCE

LIPIANY

TRZCIŃSKO-ZDRÓJ

Drawa

On the trail of nature

Od

in Przewóz. Allegedly, Jan II the
Mad, after winning a battle in
1472, imprisoned his brother in
a fortified tower. There was no
end to their joy of winning and

man to starvation.

lubuskie – vivacity
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It is worth going to the small town of Głusko, the
seat of the forest inspectorate, a bit hidden in the

Drawa
National Park
educational
xxxxxx
station

primeval forest and located in the stylish palace

of the Park. Głodne Jeziorka, small inner-forest ponds,

once belonging to the von Sydow family. The place is

hide from curious eyes in the forest depths. These peat

located quite close to Lake Ostrowskie, the biggest in
the Park (numerous walking paths to choose from).

the expert advises

lakes, under strict protection, are dark, sometimes
black in colour. The attractive Lakes Martew, Płociowe and Pecnik Duży are, on the other hand, almost
emerald green in colour. What’s interesting, there are
around 37 species of fish occurring in the Park’s waters, including reintroduced salmon. Trout and grayling
live in the waters of the Drawa and the Płociczna. Ostrowiec Lake is home to such fish species as the rare
lake trout. Apart from this lake, there are also species
typical of the vendace-type, zander-type and tenchand-pike-type lakes. Anglers can try their hand at the
Drawa and lakes Ostrowiec and Sitno after making the
required fees and obeying the regulations of the Park.

info

No. 3

awakened from hibernation they may not survive and

for seeking tranquillity. In order not to disturb the wild

can die from exhaustion. Therefore, when visiting these

inhabitants of the Park, we recommend a tour along

extraordinary undergrounds, remember that we are only

one of the many routes that have been prepared to

The Muskau Park has a fruit

guests there.

commune with nature without harming it. In spring,

orchard with many old apple

Where is the largest oasis of wild fowls in Europe? Not

when the breeding season begins, it is best to follow

tree species, often forgotten and

very far actually – in the western end of the Lubusz

with fancy names, e.g. Kuzynek

F

rom the river Warta we move to the northern
part of the province, to Drawa National Park.
The landscape features vast forest complexes
covering outwash plains, which gently blend

info

No. 4
One can also go on a ride on
the so-called Kolejka Ogrodowa
(Garden Train) in the town of
Nietoperek. It was an initiative

into the ribbons of smaller and larger rivers. Variable,

of a former employee of the

the „Ptasim szlakiem” (Bird Trail) nature path. Those

sometimes gentle and slow, sometimes rushing and

PKP (Polish State Railways), who

Land, near Kostrzyn nad Odrą. The Ujście Warty Nation-

who follow the Mokradła (Swamp) path will learn

challenging again – is the Drawa River. Its left tribu-

Buraczek, Piękna z Herrnhut,

al Park is rightly called the Polish Republic of Birds!

about the role wetlands play in the ecosystem. „Na

tary, Korytnica, has a fast current and hides shallow

Żeleźniak. The orchard is part of a

The floodplain and the North Polder provide shelter for

dwóch kółkach przez Polder Północny” (On two wheels

and fallen trees under its surface. There are two water

plant nursery grown for the needs

nearly 280 species of birds. The local mosaic of pas-

through the North Polder) is a perfect 30 km cycling

trails that are particularly popular among canoeists.

of the Park. It is located on the

tures, meadows, sedge swamps and reed fields are an

route with many stops providing observation towers

Slightly less experienced tourists, as well as those who

Polish side and looks best when

ideal place for bird breeding, mounting sites or mi-

and education points („Old Warta”, „Sluice” and „Ni-

like to rely on a reliable guide and a well-prepared trip,

families with children. The train

the trees are blooming and in the

gration. Small bitterns, corncrakes, spotted crakes and

wka”). There is an educational garden “Przyrodniczy

use the services of qualified organizers. The canoeing

has a fansite on Facebook.

autumn season.

aquatic warblers, among other species, come into the

Ogród Zmysłów” (Natural Garden of the Senses) next

experts help to make the necessary payments, choose

world here. Up to 200,000 geese gather here in au-

to the actual seat of the park in Chyrzyno. This is a

accommodation, and organize supplies and equip-

tumn, and swans find a safe haven in the Park in winter

good offering especially for visitors with children – a

ment. In addition to the water trails in the Park, there

– whooper swans and tundra swans. The magnificence,

short (3 km) looping footbridge full of fragrant flowers

are hiking, biking and skiing routes. Many of them run

peace, and vast areas stretching to the horizon put vis-

and herbs.

around numerous local lakes. These are mainly ribbon

itors in a somewhat melancholic mood and are ideal

16
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reconstructed almost 400 metres
of the route: tracks, a miniature of
the station building in Nietoperek,
a railway bridge, a bunker and
a tunnel. Something for big
boys, but also an ideal place for

lakes of the Płociczna River basin in the eastern part
lubuskie – vivacity
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History closed
in the bunker

18
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Because it was situated away from potential escape

veloping rapidly, so let us find out what the Lubusz Land

routes, there were POW camps located here during

and touring of the described locations will take two days.

which was intended for captured Allied airmen, mainly

We start our trip in Żagań, where many soldiers have

from Great Britain, New Zealand, Australia, South Af-

been stationed until recently, continuing the traditions

rica, Canada, the USA, Belgium and France, but also

of the armoured division of General Stanisław Maczek.

Poles and Russians. It was established in 1942, next to

His bust stands along the road from Żagań to Żary and

the previously existing Stalag VIII C. Sources say that at

SŁUBICE

ated along regional road 296 to Iłowa, exhibits a model

Ob
ra

of the tunnel, made by students of the Żagań schools,
among others. The building is clearly visible from the

RZEPIN

A2 E30

92

CYBINKA
EISENHÜTTENSTADT

TORZYM
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should start the museum tour by watching the historical
documentary in a darkened room especially designed

Gryżyński
PK

S3
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Świdnica
27

JASIEŃ

FORST
BARŠĆ

279

27

S3

KOŻUCHÓW
295

PK
A18
Łuk Mużakowa E36

12

12

victims of martyrdom under the eloquent monument in
Otyń

front of the museum. Every year, the anniversary of the
Great Escape is solemnly celebrated with the participation of diplomats, descendants of the survivors and
representatives of the countries of the prisoners. The
museum is very active, almost exemplary activity, and

ŻARY
ŻAGAŃ

No. 2

of the rooms), the watchtower and pay homage to the

Drzonków
E65

NOWOGRÓD
BOBRZAŃSKI

LUBSKO

(the tunnel “Harry” started here, under the stove of one

Zawada

Drzonów

info

Finally, you need to visit the replica of barracks No. 104

SULECHÓW
CZERWIEŃSK

32

for this purpose, then see the exhibits and documents.

S3
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Museum of Martyrdom of Allied Prisoners-of-War. You

J. Niesłysz ŚWIEBODZIN

29

GUBIN

established in 1971 and until 2009 had operated as the

E65
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road and has a convenient car park. The museum was

Boryszyn
Pniewo
Międzyrzecki Rejon Umocniony
Łagowski Łagów Gościkowo S3
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r

the Third Reich. The most well-known is Stalag Luft III,

The Museum of Prisoner-of-War Camps in Żagań, situ-

SKWIERZYNA

MIĘDZYRZECZ

SULĘCIN

b
Bó

has to offer. Our proposal is suited for motorized tourists

firing squad. This event was called the Great Escape.

112
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were shot nearby Żagań.

E65

LUBNIEWICE

y

garrisons, which – as the saying goes – made a

man from many recruits. Currently, military tourism is de-

139
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pancerni i pies (Four tank-men and a dog) TV series

them, on Hitler’s personal order, were executed by a

OŚNO LUBUSKIE

sa

the end of World War II, there were a lot of forest
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The Great Escape became a

from the old days. Several episodes of the Czterej
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in front of the gate surrounded by armoured vehicles

place of many skirmishes and battles, and after

1
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History closed in the
bunker

Once upon a time, they guarded the walls of powerful fortresses... We go to the underground MRU systems, touch the walls of the Filip Bastion and listen to the quiet story
about battles that once were fought.

Note

158

WITNICA

On the 70th anniversary of
the Great Escape, soldiers of
the British Royal Air Force

organizes many educational events (not only for young

(RAF), including two veterans,

the turn of 1944 and 1945, almost 11,000 soldiers were

people) in cooperation with the Polish army. It is worth

commemorated their comrades

imprisoned there. The camp was heavily guarded, and

visiting a few other, exceptionally interesting and unu-

from that time with a special

those who attempted to escape were shot at. In addi-

sual places in Żagań, though not associated with mil-

tion, the entire complex was located on a very sandy

itaria. They are described in the chapter „Famous all

area, making it impossible to dig tunnels. However, the

over the world.”

first film was composed by Elmer

Allies outwitted the Germans and managed to make

Let us now go to the north, on regional road 295 to

Bernstein, previously known

an escape tunnel. Committee X was formed by March

Nowogród Bobrzański, and then on national road 27

for the „The Magnificent Seven”

1943, headed by Major Roger Bushell. Its goal was a

towards Zielona Góra. In Świdnica, we turn left onto

Western.

mass escape of a larger group of prisoners. Digging of

regional road 279, which will take us to the Lubusz Mil-

three tunnels, „Dick”, „Tom” and „Harry”, began. The

itary Museum in Drzonów. This is a local, though rela-

latter became the escape route for 80 prisoners on the

tively underestimated, rarity for enthusiasts of armed

night of March 24/25, 1944. Four of them were caught

forces and militaria. The museum started its activity in

immediately, and out of the remaining 76, only three

1985, when, after thorough renovation of the rural pal-

managed to escape unscathed (two Norwegians and

ace and gathering the first exhibits, including those in

one Dutchman). The rest were captured and most of

the open air, such as the T-34/85 tank or the Ilyushin

theme for movies („The Great
Escape” of 1963, awarded
with an Oscar, and from 1988
„Great Escape 2 - Untold Story”
starring Christopher Reeve, aka
Superman), as well as many
documentaries. Music for the

Stalag IIIC
in Kostrzyn-Drzewice

20
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march from Żagań to Poznań.
Significant coverage of the subject
can be found online, such as at
the BBC website www.bbc.co.uk/
news/uk-26706141
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Museum of
the Polish
Army in
xxxxxx
Drzonów

Information about the days and opening hours of

Start your tour of the Museum of Fortifications and

the Lubusz Military Museum in Drzonów and ticket

Bats at the ticket office and arrange a guided tour

prices can be found on the museum’s website www.

of the underground route. There are several routes

muzeum.drzonow.eu.

to choose from, depending on the time we have and

the expert advises

the acceptable level of difficulty. Remember that it

The MRU,
Pniewo, the
Dragon’s
xxxxxxx
teeth

is a bit cooler underground. Take a light jacket and
clothes darker-coloured clothing with you. People
suffering from heart conditions, diseases of the
locomotor system or those who are hypertensive
should instead enjoy the view of the bunkers from
the outside. There are many stairs to climb both
ways. The museum staff will assist you if necessary.
More information at (www.bunkry.pl).

the expert advises

info

No. 4

info

No. 3

Il-28 jet bomber, the entire complex was opened to the

us to the Świebodzin North exit, where, at a small

tracks. There are many turn-offs from the main route.

also live there during wintertime for hibernation due to

public. The exhibitions are in the palace, in a special

roundabout, we turn right towards Miedzyrzecz. After

Thick and bullet-proof steel cloches with crenels, called

the low temperature (approx. +10°C). The MRU is home

pavilion, and outside. The building houses, among oth-

by passing Jordanów and Gościków, we reach Kaławy,

panzerwerks, protrude above the ground. The whole is

to several tens of thousands of bats – up to 12 species

The name Międzyrzecki Rejon

er items, a collection of old weapons, a very interest-

where, with destination signs leading us to the MRU,

supplemented with concrete anti-tank barriers, the so-

(mainly mouse-eared bats and long-eared bats). In order

Find more information at (www.

Umocniony (Międzyrzecz

ing exhibition dedicated to women in uniform, a very

we get to Pniewo. One of the two official underground

called dragon’s teeth. Most of them are in Pniewo, near

to protect these very beneficial mammals, which help

bunkry.pl). During the visit there is

Fortification Region) is a language

interesting room devoted to hunting and exhibitions

routes around the Międzyrzecz Fortified Region is lo-

the main entrance to the Museum of Fortifications and

fight control insect populations troublesome for humans,

a regulation (yes, yes) regarding

translation from Russian

devoted to the Polish army from 1914, during the Sec-

cated here.

Bats. There is also a car park and a toilet.

two nature reserves have been created in the fortification.

(Мезерицкий укрепрайон).

ond World War, and after 1945. The offering is supple-

The MRU system of fortifications and bunkers began to

We will start the tour in a room where the plan of the

Those who decide to go underground, can go on a ride by

The Germans called these

mented by various temporary exhibitions. The pavilion

be erected in 1934, originally for protection against...

central section of the MRU is located, and we will see

a draisine (hand-lever draisine handcar) or walk through

fortifications Ostwall.

exhibits various heavy military vehicles, engines, and

Poland. Remember that we are on the territory of the

numerous photos, diagrams and many other things, such

tunnels, to finally climb up the stairs and visit the museum

rocket elements, and the open-air exhibitions feature a

former Polish-German border. The construction stopped

as elements of German uniforms, weapons and items be-

of military equipment. In the season when food service

lot of toys for big and eternally young gentlemen. There

on the personal order of Hitler, who had visited the

longing to the soldiers of that time. Another attraction is

businesses operate, we can try soldier’s pea soup straight

are helicopters, fighter aircraft, bombers, a passenger

construction site on several occasions. The first con-

the tank with a barrel directed „to Berlin”, a belt of the

from the pot. It is just a few kilometres away from the

plane (still in LOT’s colours), self-propelled guns, tanks,

struction plan, even more shocking in terms of the size

dragon’s teeth and the bunker cloches. There, after go-

next tourist trail in Boryszyn. This is the so-called Pętla

armoured personnel carriers, cannons, howitzers, rock-

of fortifications, was fortunately never completed. The

ing through a massive steel door, we enter a staircase,

Boryszyńska (Loop of Boryszyn). From Pniewo we will go

ets, as well as trenches and battlefield fortifications.

fortifications, modelled on the French Maginot line,

which will take us several metres underground, into the

through Wysoka. The access road is clearly marked, al-

From Drzonów we continue along the main road to

are comprised of several bunkers hidden underground

land of concrete and bats. Yes, yes, these flying mammals,

though the administrative building is a bit concealed, but

Leśniów Wielki, where we pass Zielona Góra on na-

at a depth of about 30-40 metres, which are connect-

that are not dangerous to human beings at all, inhabit

that was intended. A short route, lasting approx. 2 hours,

tional road 32, then enter expressway S3, which leads

ed by a network of underground tunnels and railway

the MRU corridors that are inaccessible to tourists, they

will allow us to explore the underground world of steel

22
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The Loop of Boryszyn is not
available all year round, so
booking beforehand is necessary.

taking photos.
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Kostrzyn
nad Odrą
“Filip”
xxxxxxx
bastion

The
Kostrzyn
Fortress
xxxxxx

info

No. 5

info

No. 6

On August 12, 1759, the AustrianRussian and Prussian armies took
part in a bloody battle during the
seven years’ war that cost over

and concrete. The tour takes place only with a guide for

be left in the car park at Spichrzowa Street or near the

resistance of the Nazis, after long and bloody battles, it was

as well as several valuable finds from Kostrzyn nad Odrą

11,000 soldiers’ lives and left approx.

safety reasons. You can rent a torch.

Berlińska Gate and the administration of the museum

almost completely destroyed by the Red Army, heading to

and the surrounding area. The tour is complemented by

23 thousand wounded. The battle

If we have time, it is worth seeing the various inter-

at Graniczna Street.

Berlin. The city was not rebuilt in the new political reality,

a virtual walk through the non-existent streets of the old

took place not far from Rzepin, on

esting fortified engineering structures, for example,

Kostrzyn nad Odrą, because of its location on two large riv-

and the fortress had been a closed area for years, because

town, where the castle, town hall, church, shops and ten-

the route to Słubice, in Kunnersdorf

swing or movable bridges, dams and weirs. “Lubusk-

ers, has long been a titbit for the owners of the surrounding

of the frontier zone among other reasons. The history of the

ement houses used to stand. The plates with names of

(now Kunowice). The Prussian

ie po drodze. Świat militarów i fortyfikacji” (Lubuskie

lands. In the tenth century, there was already a fortified set-

fortifications is well described on the website of the Muse-

these streets, remnants of foundations, ruins and informa-

army suffered a defeat, although

on the way. The world of militaria and fortifications)

tlement here, and the first stone fortifications date back to

um of the Kostrzyn Fortress at www.muzeum.kostrzyn.pl.

tion boards with photos are incredible. The entire complex

as it happens, the two great allied

brochure, published by the Marshal’s Office of the

the fourteenth century. The rapid development of the city

The facility offers an interesting interactive multimedia ex-

can be visited alone, but certainly the presence of a muse-

powers did not fully take advantage

Lubuskie Province and available as a PDF file on the

followed in 1537, when Margrave of Brandenburg Jan II

hibition in the „Filip” bastion (the only preserved facility

um guide would enrich our experience.

of their victory, and as you know,

www.atrakcjelubuskie.pl provides a great deal of in-

began to build a residence-castle surrounded by walls here.

of this type also available to the public), which shows the

when two dogs fight for a bone, the

formation. It is worth considering staying overnight in

The work was led by the Italian architect Francesco Chiar-

old city before 1945 and the fortress at various stages of

third dog runs away – and the third

the area to renew strength for the rest of the journey.

amelli of Gandino, and from 1578 another Italian – Roch

its construction. You can also take a stroll along the prom-

Guerrini-Linari. There were many characteristic bastions,

enade on the Oder through the „Brandenburgia” bastion

n the second day, after a hearty Lubusz

stores of ammunition and supplies, coachhouses and sta-

(here you can see a plaque dedicated to lieutenant von

breakfast, we suggest taking the A2 mo-

bles. Numerous further outward extensions of the fortress

Katte, who, in 1730, helped Duke Frederick II in an unsuc-

W

torway (called the Motorway of Freedom)

were the result of invasions, attacks by various armies, wars,

cessful escape from the fortress, and was ultimately be-

a rich collection of uniforms, military equipment, maps

dog was Frederic II. In 2009, on the
occasion of the 250th anniversary
of this event, there was a historical
re-enactment – a military staging
with the participation of hundreds
of extras in costumes utilizing
replicas of weapons from that era.

24
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Visiting the „Filip” bastion on
Tuesdays is free of charge.

e will end our journey here. However,
those who are willing to travel further
may still take regional road 132 to nearby Witnica with the Museum of the Glory

of the Polish Army at Sikorskiego 35 Street which features

to Rzepin, where we will continue along

over-engineering of military technology, new weapons and

headed before his eyes for the act) to the Berlińska gate,

and decorations, as well as anti-aircraft guns, cannons

regional road 139 through Górzyca and further, via

the growing ambitions of the rulers. The death throes of the

situated nearby the border with Germany. Here, you can

and howitzers.

national road 31, to Kostrzyn nad Odrą. A vehicle can

fortress followed in March 1945, when, due to the strong

locate, among other things, a Tourist Information Office,
lubuskie – vivacity
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Tall, wooden, to the
Lord’s glory
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K.

Tall, wooden, to the
Lord’s glory

There is a tourist information

we turn onto regional road 304 (to Babimost).

a spire in the west, a loggia with a separate entrance

303
Przygubiel

Rosin

ka
om

Buków

Kępsko
Niekarzyn

Kol.
Kolesin

Karczyn

Łęgowo

Kalsk

277

BABIMOST

Nw.
Kramsko

Janowiec

J.
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Leśniki
J.
Wielkowiejskie
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Klępsk 304

S3
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-Mł. -Wlk. 304
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Pałck

Podmokłe-
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Podlesie

Darnawa

Głogusz

Strądzewo

Smardzewo
Raków

Radoszyn

Sł

an added tower of post-and-beam construction with

Kręcko
Opalewo
Brudzewo 302

Kiełcze

Osogóra

J. Błędno

Kosieczyn

Koźminek

woj. lubuskie

J.
Wojnowskie

J.
Liny

Str.
Kramsko

313

Wąchabno

for

cyclists

and a bricked sacristy on the north side. Originally,

(Lagmeil in German) situated at the now defunct line

the log construction of the church was replaced with

from Sulechów to Wolsztyn. Soon we enter the village

wattle and daub. It was introduced by the Protestants

of Klępsk (Klemzig in German) with the first church on

in the 1570s. The nave and the chancel are covered

the trail. It is best to turn right just past the cemetery

with gable hip roof. The church, which is a branch of

and on a straight, compact dirt road get to the car park

the Roman Catholic parish in Łęgów, is under the in-

(note: there is also special parking for coaches). From

vocation of the Visitation of the Blessed Virgin Mary

been on the prestigious list of historical monuments

the title of “Diament Lubuskiej Turystki” (The Diamond

there, it is only 150 metres to the entrance of the facili-

(this scene was presented on an altarpiece with altar

by the decision of the President of the Republic of Po-

of the Lubusz Tourist), granted on the initiative of the

Due to the considerable

ty. The church was built during the fourteenth-fifteenth

wings closed). Since March 15, 2017, the temple has

land. In 2005, it also joined the buildings awarded with

Lubusz guides.

traffic on the national

Ołobok

We pass the former Okunin railway station
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centuries. There is one nave, a narrower chancel, with

Dąbrówka Mł.
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Wooden churches are a testimony to the highest craftsmanship of the old builders. Next to
them, sculptors and painters, led by the folk experience and faith, watched over the beauty
of a temple.
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Ostrzyce
K.

Obrzycki

office in the castle of Sulechów,

When we get inside, the unique aroma of old wood,

in the Hall of Memory, that offers

so characteristic of rural churches, will reach our nos-

leaflets, maps, postcards and

trils, the abundance of interior will appear in front of

souvenirs (al. Wielkopolska 3,

us and we will immediately feel it with all our senses

Phone No 68 385 00 43 ext. 22,

(allegorically presented in the southern matroneum in

please check the opening hours

the chancel).

prior). Seeing the former Calvinist

road and safety issues,
we recommend taking a
ride from Sulechów along
Poznańska and Kargowska
Streets, local roads through
Łęgowo, and from here to
Klępsk. A map or GPS would
be useful and make the

church is a must. It comprises
a complex of the Sulechów

A wooden winged altarpiece in the form of a triptych,

Community Centre along with the

made in around 1500, is the oldest element of the inte-

castle.

rior and the central element in the church. After open-

trip more cyclist-friendly.
There are picturesque rural
landscapes on the way.

ing, it shows the figure of Our Lady with the Infant
Jesus, crowned by two angels. We can see numerous
smaller statues of apostles and saints on the left and
xxxxx in
Church
Klępsk

the right side. Underneath is the Last Supper. The scene
of the Crucifixion of Christ is on the crowning of the
altar. The movable wooden baptismal font from 1581

28
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info

After about 2 km, it is worth popping in for delicious
regional food (the so-called Krum specialities)

No. 2

at the inn in Janowiec or at the manor in Kolesin
(picturesquely located on Lake Wojnowskie – you

Church in
xxxxxx
Klępsk

Church in
xxxxxxx
Kosieczyn

have to fork off right, there are guideposts). The
home-made pierogi (dumplings), duck, a wide
selection of soups and salads, and also other
delicacies will delight our palates. For the sturdier

Additionally, the first floor features

ones, we recommend a ride back and forth to

the angelic orchestra with biblical

Wojnowo (the grandfather of the King of the

instrumen (psalm 150) painted on wood

Netherlands, Duke Bernard zur Lippe, comes from
there). In the village of Nowe Kramsko, we can also

and a room devoted to the emigration

follow the guidepost leading us to the Zielona Góra-

of the inhabitants of Klępsk and the

info

Babimost airport, which is situated on the route, and

surrounding area to southern Australia

then return to the main road. We reach Babimost, an

in 1838, under the leadership of the

No. 3

important centre of wood industry, with an interesting

charismatic pastor August Kavel. There is

baroque St. Laurence church (patron saint of the

even a Polish amateur costume drama

poor) and the building of the municipality (town hall)

titled “Exodus w nieznane” (Exodus

with always beautiful flowerbeds.

the expert advises

into the unknown) about part of this
journey – from Klępsk do the Oder port

When there are no church

in Cigacice (it can be found online and

services, it is closed for security

in other sources). After almost four

reasons, but it can be visited.

months of the voyage from Hamburg,

To do this, always contact the

the settlers arrived in today’s Adelaide

is also valuable and features quotes and reliefs of bib-

poor who could not read and write, and pictures spoke

Philip Melanchthon, the two great figures of Luther-

temple, of a log construction and a rectangular plan,

district, and the re-established village

lical motifs, such as the Deluge, Crossing the Red Sea,

best to them. Perhaps akin to today, when students at

anism. There are also coats of arms of the great Un-

has one nave. The sacristy (in the back) and the tower

Baptism of Christ, and Marriage at Cana. There is also

schools (although educated) learn stories from com-

ruh and Kalckreuth families, associated with, among

accompanying the church are half-timbered, beauti-

the visit. You can buy numerous

ic books. The vision of the

others, the village of Klępsk. The annexe, the former

fully visible especially in the church porch under the

postcards (souvenir stamp for

Martin Luther (1483

Last Judgement is a beau-

chapel, features a wall painting depicting Adam and

tower (it is one of the entrances in the front). The

free), albums or multimedia in

– 1546) was a Ger-

tiful painting on the wood,

Eve (including a stained glass window with the Cre-

wooden elements that make up the church are very

man theologian and

visible from the side of the

ation of Eve), the motive of original sin and expulsion

well exposed in the church porch under the tower.

initiator of the Re-

altar. The Ten Command-

from paradise.

There are also information boards showing the type

formation, monk and

ments are presented on

We continue our ride. We return to the main road, pref-

and age of trees used to build the temple.

co-founder of Luthe-

the organ loft. The organ is

erably on the same dirt road that we entered, and on

The main altar features an image of Our Lady with the

ranism. He authored the Ninety-five Theses,

from around 1822, made in

route 304 (to Babimost) we cross Klępsk. Upon leav-

Child and two apostles: St. Simon and Judas Thaddae-

to our knowledge may be the

in which he condemned the practice of selling

the master Ludwig Hartig’s

ing, we see a church from its northern side on the right.

us who are the patrons of this Roman Catholic Church.

film material “Look na kulturę (A

indulgences among other things. His greatest

workshop, and returned

Thanks to a thorough restoration of the facility which

look at culture), episode 4/2017,

was called Klemzig, in remembrance
of the abandoned ancestral land. This
place exists to this day, and the parish
maintains numerous contacts with

an intricately decorated pulpit
from 1614 with images of four

descendants of the immigrants. Let us

Evangelists and the image of

not be surprised by the presence of a

the Holy Trinity. The walls, ma-

large number of mascots depicting the

troneums and other elements

koala or books about Australia and a

of the church feature numer-

map of this country at the church – most

ous scenes and motifs from

of these things are gifts from Australians,
the temple guests, as well as exhibits
gained by the committed social worker

the Old and New Testaments,
such as the representation of
virtues, senses, prophets, apos-

A

church looks particularly nice in the

tles, miracles of Jesus, the sac-

achievements include translating the Bible

to the parish in 2009. The

morning, when delicate sun rays fondle

rifice of Isaac, Christ’s death

into German. His famous slogans include: sola

instrument plays during

the wooden elements of its construction.

and

creation

scriptura – by scripture alone, sola fide – by

church services and occa-

We also recommend taking part in the

of man (Genesis), converted

faith alone, sola gratia – by grace alone, solus

sional concerts. The pulpit

great sinners and many more.

Christus – by Christ alone, and solum Verbum

features figurines of Mar-

A

It was a kind of Bible for the

– by word alone!

tin Luther and his student

the turn of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. The

and parish priest Olgierd Banasia. The

Sunday service, especially on beautiful
sunny winter days.

30
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resurrection,

fter visiting the town, we head towards

ended in 2006 we will see, among other items, a ba-

Zbąszynek, to the place where national

roque side altar with a pietà, a confessional, a crucifix

road 304 joins with national road 302.

from the fifteenth century – above the main altar from

Next to it in Kosieczyn, sits the second of

the sixteenth century on the so-called root beam, and

the churches on the trail. It was built of pine logs at

parish office or an official guide
in advance to arrange a date for

the chapel. Travel groups can
also watch an educational film.
This is a unique place on the
tourist map of the region with
very positive energy – you just
have to see it. A good supplement

prepared by Regionalne Centrum
Animacji Kultury (Regional Centre
for Culture Management), which
has its own channel on the
Internet.

a pulpit.

lubuskie – vivacity
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The church can be visited after prior contact with
a social guardian (Chlastawa 10, telephone contact
on the parish’s website). Cyclists may consider
returning by train to Sulechów from the station in

Church in
Kosieczyn

Zbąszynek – this is an important railway junction

Church in
xxxxxxx
Chlastawa

of the Lubuskie Province, and most of the trains
are adapted to bicycle transportation. Due to the
planned renovation of the Zbąszynek-SulechówZielona Góra line (in 2018-2020), it is worth checking
the timetable prior.

the expert advises

info

No. 5

info

No. 4

The last heir of Kosieczyn is buried in the crypt under

The pulpit with paintings by Krzysztof Petzelius comes

Agreement, the temple changed the confession to Ro-

The exhibits from the Chlastawa

the main altar – Wojciech Wyssogota Zakrzewski. The

from 1651 and presents Jesus, Paul, and Andrew and

man Catholic. It was consecrated in 1957. Currently, it

church can still be seen in the

ceiling of the chancel features a reconstruction of the

Bartholomew The Apostles, as well as four Evangelists.

is the Nativity of the Blessed Virgin Mary church.

The uniqueness of this temple

ornamentation patterns (ornaments) of the church,

A historic octagonal baptismal font is also worth our

In 1690, a gate-belfry was built next to the church,

is based on the fact that it was

which have remained on the walls in a fragmentary

attention. The coats of arms and epitaphs of the local

leading to the church cemetery. At the back there is

the so-called border church

form.

noble families, as well as old original coffin portraits

a sacristy – its roof is covered with shingles, and the

that enabled participation in

After visiting Kosieczyn, we continue our journey on

of the Bronikowski and Szlichtyng families are visible

wooden ceiling is decorated with floral motifs from the

evangelical services by persecuted

road 302 to Chlastawa (destination Zbąszyń), where

above the altar on the beam.

seventeenth century.

Chlastawa, embarked on a voyage

believers from nearby Silesia.

the last church on the trail is located.

Numerous matronea (galleries) are decorated with so-

Here, our journey is coming to an end, although other

to far away Australia. One of them,

The preserved one-nave church, in a post-and-beam

called polychrome. The murals, on the balustrade with

wooden churches in the Lubusz Land are also wait-

Christian Auricht, a blacksmith,

construction, sheltered from the outside with boards,

ornaments in the shape of waves in front of the altar

ing to be visited. Full of aesthetic impressions, pen-

was erected in 1637 (date is on the beam above the

depicting angels, were funded by the father “for the

sive about the fate of the former inhabitants of these

altar) in the place of the former burnt wooden chapel.

peace” and of his 12-year-old son who committed su-

towns, we recharge our batteries and we are preparing

The construction was funded by Radosław Miesiczka, a

icide by jumping into the lake in Zbąszyń. In the early

for more stunning Lubusz attractions.

Czech Evangelical and serf of the Swedish King Gustav

twentieth century, the church was thoroughly renovat-

Adolf.

ed. A new tower was added to it then, and an annex

The central point of the altar is the painting with the

with an organ gallery was added on the southern wall,

Marian scene. Its crowning features the Ascension of

on the right side of the altar. After the end of hostilities,

Jesus Christ (the only original part of the old altar).

when these areas became Polish under the Potsdam
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Regional Museum in Międzyrzecz.
A finely carved and decorated
pillar supporting the ceiling
(reminiscent of an inverted
large boat) is modelled on a
ship’s mast. Emigrants, also from

founded the Langmeil vineyard in
the Barossa valley near Adelaide,
which still produces wines named
Blacksmith and Freedom.

lubuskie – vivacity
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The ballade about
knights and dames
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MYŚLIBÓRZ

DĘBNO

seat of the bailiwick of the Order of Saint John. John Mau-

guest house) – this is yet another opportunity to

rice of Nassau contributed to the greatest prosperity of the
ument gradually fell into ruin without proper upkeep. After

places will take about 5 days, depending on the place cho-

a fire in 1975, it became a permanent ruin. From Słońsk

sen for an overnight stay. Therefore, please do not follow

we follow national road 22 leading through the city of

our division of the trip into stages. At the end of the day,

Gorzów Wielkopolski and Dobiegniew, where we turn

it is actually YOU who really decide where to spend more

to Mierzęcin. From a distance we will see a complex,

time. This time we will start in Słońsk. There are ruins of

which includes a neo-Gothic palace, an English park

the castle of the Order of Saint John. Over the years, the

with a Japanese garden, a stud and a vineyard, one of

building had been rebuilt on several occasions until 1652,

the largest in Poland. The facility did not always look like
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This is a horse-riding festival with
numerous competitions and show
jumping. What more is there to
say – this is a perfect place to stay
after the first day of the trip.

Mierzęcin
Palace

are also rooms in a bailiff’s house, a farmhouse or a
gardener’s house. The elegantly decorated and original restaurant at the palace satisfies guests’ stomachs.

It is worth stopping for
a while in Drezdenko at
Kopernika Street to see Park

199 in the direction of Skwierzyna, and then on road

Kultur Świata (World Culture

159 and the S3 expressway to Międzyrzecz. A valuable

Park). It was opened in 2012.

monument of Międzyrzecz is the Piast castle built in

In the upper part of the park

Casimir the Great, on the site of a former wooden

you can sit on the benches
by a beautiful fountain or
take a walk among miniatures

it does today. After 1945, it housed an orphanage and

gord. It had been the seat of castellans and starosts

the PGR (State Agricultural Farm) which was managed

of Międzyrzec for years. Rebuilt in the sixteenth cen-

in such fashion that it crumbled. At the end of the 1990s,

tury, it was destroyed during the Swedish wars. It has

it attracted the interest of one of the companies which

never been rebuilt, and in the 1950s and 1960s, it was

the Statue of Liberty, the

renovated the facility between 1999 and 2001. In 2002,

secured as a permanent ruin. This is excellent proof of

Temple of Kukulcan (Chichén

the palace was restored to its original condition. Since

the Polishness of these lands. The castle can be visited

Itzá complex) and Sydney

then, new attractions have been constantly coming, and

as part of a joint ticket from the museum. We go on

consequently also guests.

the S3 expressway from Miedzyrzecz towards Zielona

A

Góra, and we exit in Sulechów. On the way, we see

and go to the village of Wiejce. The history of this place

tres smaller than the one in Świebodzin.

r
ze
ar

which usually takes place in May.

es. The palace offers luxuriously furnished suites, there

the fourteenth century, founded by the King of Poland,

POLKOWICE

CHOCIANÓW

other family celebrations, but also business conferenc-

More information at. We continue on regional road
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addressed to motorized tourists and touring the described
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Feel like a princess for a moment – it is possible in the castles and palaces of the region that
will take us into the atmosphere of the old age. All the more that many historic buildings are
nowadays open to tourists looking for a luxurious holiday.
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Widuchowa

Pło

Drawa

The ballade about
knights and dames

Od
r

a

of famous buildings from six
continents: the Eiffel Tower,
Taj Mahal, Sphinx of Giza,

Opera House. The author
of the miniatures is the
sculptor Michał Niedźwiedź
from Rogoźno. The Drawska

fter breakfast, we head to Dobiegniew,

a 36-metre statue of Christ the King of the Universe

where we turn left onto regional road 160

in Świebodzin – one of the most recognizable tourist

Museum at Plac Wolności is

leading to Drezdenko. We continue on re-

attractions of the Lubusz Land. Residents jokingly call

also very interesting.

gional road 160 towards Międzychód. In

their city Rio de Swiebodzineiro, referring to another

the village of Przedlesie we turn right onto road 199

famous statue in Brazil, which is, however, a few me-

and Notecka Primeval Forest
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The Piast
castle in
Międzyrzecz
xxxxxx

It is worth driving off at the Międzyrzecz West exit

St. Thérèse of the Child Jesus church is an

and going to the city centre to see the Museum of

interesting historical monument situated near the

the Miedzyrzecz Land with the Piast castle. The best

palace complex. The half-timbered building was

place to park a car is on the Paklica River (Młyńska

erected in 1757-1758 on a plan of an elongated

Street), from there it is only about 5 minutes on foot

octagon.

from the museum. There is, among other things, an
invaluable and unique collection of coffin portraits

The Palace
xxxxxxx
in
Bojadła

the expert advises

from the seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries.
Other museum sections are also interesting,
e.g. ethnography and history sections (for more
information see www.muzeum-miedzyrzecz.pl).

the expert advises

info
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info

No. 2

The Sulechów castle and the adjacent former Calvinist

century, now heavily neglected, stretches behind the

Pałac Bojadła Foundation, which was established mainly

once again incorporated into Poland. Today, the buildings

church (now a modern concert hall) were restored to

palace. There are over 40 species of trees. The former

to protect the palace and park complex, restore its for-

are privately owned and there is a hotel. After the exciting

their former glory only a few years ago thanks to EU

sanatorium complex from 1905, designed by the re-

mer splendour and adapt it to Biuro Działań Twórczych

day, it is worth considering an accommodation, maybe

Eleonora Reuss-Köstritz, who in

funds. The castle is the seat of a community centre. It

nowned Belgian artist Henry van de Velde, one of the

(Artistic Activities Bureau). We continue the journey on

Wschowa would be the right place to stay overnight.

after the great composer. It

1908 became Tsaritsa of Bulgaria,

houses, among other things, a tourist information office

leading artists of the Art Nouveau, is architecturally

regional road 278 to Wschowa. It is a city with a long

was born in Trzebiechów. She

and a Hall of Memory. There is a wine cellar under the

valuable. A large part of the artist’s only work in Po-

and rich history, mentioned as early as the twelfth centu-

was famous for philanthropy and

castle. Most interesting is the Gothic defensive tower,

land has been preserved unchanged to this day. Due to

ry. In 1343, King Casimir the Great annexed the eastern

during the First World War she

accessible after climbing a fanciful, wooden staircase. It

the current nature of the facility (nursing home), it can

region to Poland and granted Wschowa the privileges. It is

worked as a nurse in a military

is hard to believe that until recently the whole complex

be visited after prior notification. More information at

worth seeing the castle, standing on the site of the former

hospital. She died and was buried

had been in terrible condition. More information on days

www.henryvandevelde.pl. After passing Klenica on re-

gord, and since the estate was directly subordinated to

T

attracts not only lovers of piano

in Sofia, the capital of Bulgaria.

and opening hours at www.dk-sulechow.com.

gional road 278, we reach the village of Bojadła, where

the rulers of Poland, it was called a royal castle. Sources

tifications. In 1598, at the request of Jerzy Schönaich, the

We continue our trip on regional road 278 leading

we will see a baroque architectural complex composed

say it was here in Wschowa in 1364 that King Casimir the

construction of the castle began, headed by Melchior

to Trzebiechów. Here, we will see a palace erected in

of a palace, pavilions, outbuildings and a park. The pal-

Great married Hedwig of Sagan, and the wedding cere-

Deckhardt. The construction of the fortifications in a new

1876-1901 by Duke Henry von Reuss in the style of

ace was erected in 1731 by Adam von Kottwitz. It has

mony took place at the castle. The castle hosted the kings

shape had been completed as late as 1618. The next re-

French Renaissance residences. After 1945, the condi-

undergone numerous conversions over the years. Baron

Sigismund I the Old, Augustus II the Strong and Augustus

construction followed in the eighteenth and nineteenth

tion of the palace systematically deteriorated, but for-

Adolf von Scheffer was the last German owner of the

III. After the third partition of Poland, the castle crumbled,

centuries. The building was destroyed in April 1945. The

tunately the monument was renovated in 1979-1983.

building since the mid-twenties of the twentieth century

and in the first half of the nineteenth century, the Prus-

Zielona Góra Scout Szczep „MakusyniIn” took care of the

Currently, the palace houses, among other things, a

until 1945. Currently, the monument is a private proper-

sians demolished old buildings and built new ones. The

castle in 1964. Works to clear rubble debris started then.

school. An English-style park founded in the nineteenth

ty, and the funds for its restoration are coming from the

new facilities served as a prison. In 1945, Wschowa was

The vast part of the complex is still in ruins, now in private
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his time, we will take regional road 278 leading
to Sława, then we continue along route 318 to

The Community Centre of
Sulechów organises the Frederick
Chopin Music Festival, named

music, but also enthusiasts of jazz
and other musical forms.

Tarnów Jezierny, and from there to Siedliska on
route 325. The castle in Siedlisko was mentioned

as early as 1298 as a castle with wooden and earth for-

lubuskie – vivacity
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The sights worth-seeing in Wschowa: the town hall,
Franciscan monastery complex with late-Renaissance St.
The castle in
xxxxxx
Kożuchów

Joseph The Betrothed church, the Gothic St. Stanislaus

Żagań says goodbye, and we continue the tour towards

the Martyr and the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin

Żary. Here, we should definitely see the castle and pal-

Mary parish church, former Evangelical church of
the Christ’s Crib, Evangelical cemetery with a unique

ace complex. Unfortunately, only from outside, because

lapidarium of a tombstone sculpture, a fragment of

both buildings have been in ruin for many years.

defensive walls and Renaissance tenement houses at

The castle in Żary was erected between the thirteenth

Zamkowy square.

and the fourteenth centuries by the Devin family. In

the expert advises

the fourteenth century, the building was taken over
by the Biberstein family, and in the sixteenth century,
by the Promnitzs. Erdmann II, Count von Promnitz ordered the erection of the Baroque palace in the first
half of the eighteenth century. Polish kings and Saxon electors, Augustus II the Strong and Augustus III,
often visited the palace. Before the war, the palace
had rich interiors with frescoes, mouldings, fireplaces,
stucco, furniture and paintings. After 1815, it served

info

No. 4

as an administrative building. There was also a seat
of the Żary Poviat authorities and a prison. The palace
largely survived the Second World War. There was a

info

No. 5

hands. However, conservation works are systematically

stands there. This is a place with a rich history. Its con-

It dates back to the late thirteenth century. In 1627,

Poviat Starosty, but the post-war landlords turned out

performed here. We continue our trip to Nowa Sól, and

struction was completed by the von Neumann family in

Ferdinand II of Hapsburg sold the Duchy of Żagań to

to be not as good as the landlords of the Żagań pal-

from there to Kożuchów on regional road 297. This is a

1795, and they expanded it in the nineteenth century. The

Albrecht von Wallenstein, who ordered the construc-

ace. There is nothing left of the furnishing. The palace

In order to book a tour of the

unique city of the Lubusz Land, famous for its well-pre-

Prussian, Tsarist and French armies resided here, with Na-

tion of a magnate residence. The next owners, Duke

is carrying out systematic conservation work, includ-

a unique monument devoted to...

Castle in Siedlisko, please

served defensive walls. The castle in Kożuchów was built

poleon at the head. In the post-war period, the complex

Lobkovic and his son Ferdinand August, continued the

ing new roofing and rain gutters. Currently, the castle

the bear Wojtek, a living mascot,

contact the Carolath Foundation

in the second half of the fourteenth century on the place

was completely devastated. Today, the Wiechlice Palace

construction. The work was completed at the end of

and palace complex is privately owned.

which accompanied the soldiers

– fundacja@karolat.org. The

of the medieval castellan’s castle. It had been a seat of

houses luxury suites, a restaurant, ballrooms, professional

the seventeenth century under Antonio della Porta. The

From Żary we go to Lubsko along regional road 287,

Foundation has been organizing

the duke and the monastery of the Carmelites for many

conference facilities and a spa, but also a good place to

palace truly flourished in the period of Peter von Biron’s

then we take road 289 leading us to the last point on

a unique Lilacs Festival in May

years. It generally represents a Gothic style. The castle was

organize family gatherings, weddings or just to relax. An

reign and his successors, especially Princess Dorothea

the route of the fourth section – Brodów, located just

since 2011. These beautiful shrubs,

incorporated into the city fortification system and was

interesting place is the pool with brick vaults located in

of Courland. After the war, the palace was devastated,

by the border.

occurring abundantly in the

surrounded by an extra moat. Today, it is a community

the former utility buildings. The entirety is complemented

the priceless collections were taken away or destroyed.

A palace, visible from a distance, along with its two

vicinity of Siedlisko and Bytom

centre. Visiting the castle is possible with a guide (after

by excellent cuisine and local wine from the local vine-

Recent years have been a period of successive system-

side outbuildings, is the most interesting historical

Odrzański, are the symbol of the

prior notification by phone www.zamek.kozuchow.pl).

yard. This is a perfect place to gain strength before the

atic and consistent renovations, including the famous

monument in Brodów. Originally, it was a property

event.

Visiting the lapidarium of Kożuchów, a former Evangelical

next stage of exploring the Lubusz legacy.

Crystal Hall. After years, a beautiful fountain, or the

of the Promnitz family, built in 1670-1674. The new

Żabia (Froggy) Fountain, has been activated. The Eng-

owner – a Saxon minister and trusted man of Augus-

n the fourth day we take national road 12

lish-style park also retains its beauty. Today, the palace

tus II the Strong, Count Heinrich von Brühl, ordered

to Żagań. It offers a must-see ducal palace

houses various cultural and city institutions as part of

the creation his baroque residence in 1741-1753. Jo-

with a park. This is one of the most mag-

the Żagań Palace of Culture. More details on a tour at

hann Christoph Knöffel took up the task. The Seven

nificent baroque residences in Poland.

www.palacksiazecy.pl.

Years’ War affected the complex, when in 1758, the

cemetery (it is also managed by the community centre),
as well as the Old Town is a must. Kożuchów is also more
beautiful during the Knights’ Tournament organized in
May. From Kożuchów we head south towards Szprotawa,
and from there to Wiechlice. A splendidly restored palace
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In Żagan, at Słowiański square,
at the corner of Warszawska and
Szprotawska Streets, we can see

of the Polish II Corps commanded
by General Władysław Anders. And
because the animal was helping
the soldiers to carry heavy boxes
of ammunition, it was depicted
with a bullet in its paws.
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palace was burned down and the garden devastated at the behest of the Prussian King Frederick II.
Soon after, the estates became the property of Prus-

Łagów - The
Marchijska
Gate

Zabór Castle
xxxxxxx

sia and returned to the Brühl family only in the first
half of the nineteenth century. However, the greatest destruction followed at the end of World War II
in 1945. Behind the palace, we will come across a
picturesque, though very devastated, park in English
and French styles. The palace, a permanent ruin, has
been in private hands for years. Recently, the roofing
has been replaced. There are stylishly furnished accommodation rooms, a restaurant and a conference

info

centre with a sauna and a whirlpool bathtub in the
two restored outbuildings. One of the outbuildings

info

No. 6

No. 7

features the former chapel, and on the first floor there
is Hall of Memory, full of photos, maps, documents
and exhibits showing the years of the former glory.
Could there be a better place to watch the sunset, to
enjoy a well-deserved dinner and to stay overnight?

was built in the years 1685-1689. In the nineteenth cen-

park. We continue the trip along the local roads to Za-

Once the junction is reached, we take a link to national

bór through Niedoradz and Czarna. The palace in Zabór

road 92 which takes us to the village of Gronów, where

he last day of the trip and still many kilo-

and the palace was then a residence of significant figures

is located in the south-eastern part of the village. It is sur-

we turn right to Łagów. This town, beautifully situated on

metres lie ahead of us. We follow road 289,

of nineteenth-century Europe, such as the naturalist and

rounded by a well-preserved dry moat. It was first-men-

two lakes, is often referred to as the Pearl of the Lubusz

was born in Łagów in 1895.

then 286 and just before Gubin we drive

traveller Alexander von Humboldt, the pianist Franz Liszt,

tioned in the fifteenth century and associated with,

Land. The Łagów Castle of the Order of St. John is one of

Lubuskie Lato Filmowe (Lubusz

on the national road, which leads us to the

the writer Victor Hugo, Nicholas I of Russia and Frederick

among others, the Tschammer, the Dyher and the Dün-

the most recognizable buildings of the Lubusz Province. It

Film Summer) has been taking

the left, there is a baroque chapel

T

tury, Princess Dorothea of Courland lived in the palace,

roundabout with national road 29. At this roundabout

William IV of Prussia. The palace was almost completely

newald families. Around 1744, Zabór became the proper-

was erected in the fourteenth century on an artificial hill,

of the Promnitzs with gorgeously

we turn right to Brzeźnica.

burnt in 1945, and later it had been systematically dev-

ty of Frederic Cosel, the son of Augustus II the Strong and

on the isthmus between Łagowskie and Trześniowskie

rich décor, contrasting with

The palace was built in the early twentieth century in the

astated. Next to the palace, there are ruins of the former

Countess Cosel. After a fire in 1745, he rebuilt the palace.

lakes, and later expanded. The oldest parts are the 35-me-

the barren and soaring Gothic

eclectic style, which combines many architectural styles.

orangery and a living quarter. Behind the palace there is

Since 1781, the palace changed owners frequently and

tre tower and the western wing. The entire picturesque

structures. While at the pedestrian

The post-war years were favourable to it. It was the head-

a park, the work of the famous landscape architect Peter

during the years 1918-1945, it was a property of Hermine

surroundings are clearly visible from the tower top. The

Famous film directors, actors

zone (Bolesława Chrobrego

quarters of the Soviet army command, and then a nursing

Joseph Lenné. There are many species of trees growing

Reuss of Greiz, the second wife of Emperor Wilhelm II.

castle houses a stylish restaurant as well as beds in the

and critics come to Łagów and

Street) we can see plaques and

home. In the 1980s, the palace was thoroughly renovat-

here today. In 2018, scaffolding appeared around the pal-

Today, the palace houses the Centre for Treatment of Chil-

commander’s chamber, knight’s apartments or in...a tor-

participate in seminars, open-

a monument devoted to the

ed. Today, there are luxuriously furnished rooms-suites for

ace, and the building underwent a major renovation as

dren and Youth. In 2017, a beautiful Crystal Room was

ture chamber. Łagów is famous not only for the lakes and

Woodstock Festival Poland, now

rent. A visit should be booked in advance. We are going

part of the Polish-German project. Thanks to these works,

opened after a thorough conservation. Due to the nature

the beautiful surroundings.

Pol’and’Rock Festival, also hosted

back to the main road, then we turn right in Leśniów Wiel-

the ruins will be secured in such a way that they will be

of the facility, it is possible to visit some rooms, but it is

We will end our escapade here wishing you excellent

by Żary on several occasions.

ki to regional road 279, and then at the Dorota Talleyrand

accessible to the public and there will be a possibility of

always necessary to book a tour in advance (www.cldim.

relaxation at the lakes of the Lubusz Land.

roundabout we turn right and go along road 283 to Za-

exploring the palace in more detail. The plans also include

zgora.pl). From Zabór, we take regional road 282 to reach

tonie. There we will see permanent ruins of the palace. It

reconstruction of the orangery and revitalization of the

the junction of the S3 expressway (Zielona Góra South).

It is also worth visiting the Gothic
church of the Most Sacred Heart
of Jesus. Behind the main altar, on
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Gerhard Domagk, a Nobel Prize
laureate in medicine for the
discovery of sulfonamides,

place since 1969 in the city
– the oldest film festival in
Poland, and since 1990, it is an
international event. The main
prize is Złote Grono (Gold Grape).

air film screenings in the Łagów
amphitheatre and discussions
with the public.
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J. Ostrowiec

BARLINEK

MYŚLIBÓRZ

J. Pełcz

is ideal for angling, mushroom picking, bird watching and

Barlinecko-

We make a tack to the shore, the wind dries and tousles our hair, later swimming and sunbathing until dusk, and tomorrow we will sail to the next lake.

DOBIEGNIEW

-Gorzowski
STRZELCE
Park Krajobrazowy KRAJEŃSKIE

Note

Land near Sława.

Ob
ra

– it encompasses an area of over 800 hectares. It is quite
narrow, but more than 9 km long. Thanks to this, it is a

air, but above all, peace, so much needed nowadays.

perfect place for water sports. The lake and the Obrzyca

We do not give any time-frames in this chapter, nor

River create a picturesque canoe trail about 200 km long,

do we suggest a means of transport. For some, it will

called Lubuski Szlak Wodny (Lubusz Water Trail), along

be a car or a bicycle, for others, a canoe. Full freedom

which you can reach the Warta River and go further to

of choice. The largest number of lakes are, of course,

the Santok canoeing on the river Obra and passing the

where the glacier used to be, that is in the central and

Dźwiński Canal. It will take a few days to cover the route,

northern parts of the region, but the largest of them

but the deep experience communing with nature and the

not only by the Lubusz people. There are holiday resorts,

rt

Krajobrazowy
Ob
ra

J. Niesłysz

ŚWIEBODZIN

ZBĄSZYNEK
ZBĄSZYŃ
J. Błędno

Gryżyński
O dr a

BABIMOST
SULECHÓW

ZIELONA
GÓRA

located on lakes Lubrza, Lubie and Goszcza.

Kan. Dźwiński

J. Sławskie

SŁAWA

and the Obra The current of
more, which continue to flow in
different, sometimes very variable
directions and belong to different
basins.

The mouth
of the
Obra to
the Warta
River
lubuskie – vivacity

The Lubrza Canoe Trail on the Paklica river is a special at-

Lake Sławskie is good for

traction for water sports enthusiasts. It is about 15 km

sailing, and marinas and

long and it takes 4-5 hours to cover it. It is not difficult, but
it obviously requires proper preparation. The trail starts

the river is divided into two or

46

can dive here – the lake is about 25 m deep.
very heart of the Lubusz Lake District. Lubrza is a town

KARGOWA
CZERWIEŃSK

silence zone and motor boats use is not allowed. But you
Let us go a bit south to the area of Lubrza. We enter the

PK

KROSNO
ODRZAŃSKIE

ka
yc

water sports
enthusiasts

a camping site located on the lake. The lake is situated in a

J. Lubrza

Pliszka

for

guesthouses, summer cabins, a beach, jetties, pitches and

TRZCIEL

Łagowski
PK

N

in the valleys of the Obrzyca

LWÓWEK

TORZYM

ż

ests with numerous waterways and foot trails.

There is also a specific mild climate, pure waters and

old road to Skwierzyna, is very popular and often visited,

Park

MIĘDZYRZECZ

muse (www.rokitno.org).
Lake Głębokie, located north of Międzyrzecz along the

Pszczewski

Pszczew

br
Bó

The so-called bifurcation occur

Krzeszyce

Sierakowski
Park
Krajobrazowy

MIĘDZYCHÓD

a
Odr

No. 1

4-km route. This is an ideal place to quieten down and to

J. Łagowskie

ys

info

Calvary, also worth visiting. There are 32 shrines along the

SKWIERZYNA

SULĘCIN

Lake Sławskie is the largest lake of the Lubuskie Province

monly known as Rokitniańska. Nearby, there is Rokitno

Grotów

OŚNO LUBUSKIE

Łu

entire province. Our wealth also includes for-

a

J. Lubniewsko LUBNIEWICE

a

T

stretches on the south-eastern border of the Lubusz

Wa

WARTY

with the painting of Our Lady Patiently Listening, com-

ć

rta
Wa

PN
UJŚCIE

KOSTRZYN
nad Odrą

simply breathing fresh air. Lake Rokitno is situated a little
further north. The town of the same name has a sanctuary

Santok

GORZÓW WLKP.
WITNICA

lakes, which constitute as much as 9% of the

J. Lipie

DREZDENKO
J. Nierzym

he Lubuskie Province is a land of a thousand

there are holiday resorts and agritourism farms. The area

DRAWIEŃSKI PN

wa
Dra

The Big Blue

PEŁCZYCE

LIPIANY

water equipment rental
shops are located in i.a.
Lubiatów and Sława. These

opportunity to test yourself in various situations, is price-

in Lubrza near the lock, where we can also rent canoes

less. The city beach in Sława with a tasteful jetty invites

(www.lubrza.pl). It leads through lakes Lubrza, Paklicko

all sunbathing enthusiasts, while those seeking relaxation

Wielkie, around Nowy Dworek to Gościkowo (right next

will find it in numerous holiday resorts, huts or pavilions

to the former Cistercian monastery complex described in

professional advice here.

hidden in the forest. If we add that the summer in the area

more detail in the chapter „Famous all over the world”).

Yacht racing (regatta) is also

of Sława lasts longer than in any other parts of the prov-

The canoeing trip can be continued to Skoki, but in this

organized here.

ince, we already have a recipe for a successful holiday.

section you have to carry canoes in some places, so this

From Sława we go north a bit, to the eastern border of the

part of the trail is suitable for more experienced tourists.

province, to the area of Pszczew and Trzciel. Here we find

From Lubrza let’s visit Lake Niesłysz, preferably near the

wild nature, numerous lakes, such as Lubikowskie, Czarne,

village of Przełazy. The lake, surrounded mostly by forests,

Białe, Stołuń, Mały Szarcz, Duży Szarcz, Pszczewskie,

is over 4.7 km long. Numerous bays are the mainstay of

Chłop, Stobno, Wędromierz, Rybojadło and Wielkie. A

waterfowl. The waters of Niesłysz are abundant in many

landscape park occupies a large area (broader description

species of fish (such as pike, roach, bream, vendace, bleak,

in the chapter „Safari with binoculars”), but, on the lakes,

perch and eel). Popular holiday resorts are located in

facilities are run by real
enthusiasts and experts in
water sports, so you can get
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Walking paths, cycling and Nordic Walking routes, as
well as a ropes park for adrenaline-hungry tourists
Łagowskie
xxxxxx
Lake

the left side of the road, in Długie. It has a very high

supplement the region’s offerings. We recommend a

water transparency and is almost 42 metres deep.

two-hour walk around Lake Łagów.

It will provide many exciting experiences for divers.

the expert advises

Surfers and canoeists often appear on the lake, who
can get, via smaller watercourses or canals, to the
lakes adjacent to Lake Lipie and the much larger Lake
Osiek, closer to Dobiegniew. There are several holiday
resorts and a large beach in Długie.
Let’s also go to the village of Głusko (exit to the left,
just before Stare Osieczno) on the border with the
Wielkopolskie Province. This is the area of the Drawa
National Park. The Drawa is a perfect river for canoeing trips, although the trail is suitable for experienced

info

canoeists because of the whitewater sections of the
river. Here we could end our journey.

No. 3
5

info

No. 2
4

Niesulice, Krzeczków and Przełazy. The latter has a neo-re-

The town provides several diving centres with profession-

From Łagów we drive north to Lubniewice. This town

naissance palace open all year round, which houses a re-

al equipment and professional trainers. Holiday resorts

is also located among the lakes – Lubniewsko, Kra-

habilitation and holiday centre. The area is peaceful with

(many of them operate all year round) have their own

jnik and Lubiąż. The latter has the Michalila Wisłocka

In the summer season, Lake

clean air and beaches where we can rent water sports

beaches and jetties, offer regional cuisine, beauty treat-

Park of Love, which was opened in 2012. The actu-

someone is looking for painting

Goszcza turns into a night-time

equipment. There are also marinas in which summer

ments and accommodation in the historic chambers of

al town of Lubniewice appeared in the film Sztuka

or photographic inspirations,

spectacle of light and sound

training of young sailing novices takes place. It is an ideal

the castle.

Kochania (The Art of Loving). The surrounding lakes

this is the right place and time.

during Noc Nenufarów (The Night

place to relax, but also for corporate meetings, although

of White Water Lillies), which is

the latter in off-season when it is a bit quieter here.

one of the most beautiful outdoor

It is just a dozen or so kilometres from Lake Niesłysz to

events in the Lubuskie Province.

Łagów, the so-called the Pearl of the Lubusz Land. The

(wrotalubuskie.eu/PL/obiekt_

town with a beautiful castle of the Order of St. John is

turystyczny/szczegoly/524/371/

situated on two lakes – the shallower, and thus warm-

T

are the habitat for many species of fish with zander

down to the town of Urad, where the Pliszka flows into

ja_turystyczna.html.

of the Międzyrzecz Fortified

Noc_Nenufarow_w_Lubrzy/).

er in summer – Lake Łagowskie, and Lake Trześniowsk-

the Oder. This is a difficult trail, requiring a lot of expe-

Let us now move to the north-east of Gorzów

Region (MRU), palaces and old

ie (Ciecz). The both lakes are ideal to practice water

rience and skill. The entire trail is about 45-50 km long

Wielkopolski, near national road 22. There is Lake Ni-

sports, such as canoeing, boats or pedal boats. You can

and it takes a minimum of 3-4 days to cover it. The trail

erzym near the capital of the Lubuskie Province. Lakes

find equipment rental shops at every turn, although in

is full of barrages, felled trees and other attractions.

Górne and Dolne are located in the area of Strzelce

the summer season, especially on warm weekends, it is

However, the unforgettable landscapes, the commune

Krajeńskie, a city with perfectly preserved medieval

crowded in Łagów and you often have to wait in line.

with nature, lodging in tents and food prepared by a

defensive walls, fortified towers and gates. Lipie Lake

Łagów is also a favourite place for scuba diving training.

camp-fire will reward the hardship.

stretches a little further on towards Dobiegniew, on

48
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here is a small village of Kosobudki a lit-

prevailing. There are numerous holiday resorts, hotels

tle south of Łagów, on the other side of the

with spa facilities, as well as places located in the

Wolność A2 motorway, on the Pliszka River.

wilderness, away from the hustle and bustle. More

We can start a canoeing trip here and canoe

information at www.lubniewice.pl/a118,informac-

The area around Łagów is most
beautiful in autumn, when beech
forests become colourful. If

The end of autumn can be
exceptionally warm, even at the
beginning of December, so why
not escape here in pursuit of
sunlight. There is a lot to explore
in the area, such as the bunkers

churches, but the clean water and
undisturbed nature are ideal for
relaxation.
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Downstream –
the Oder River
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Note

er

MÜNCHEBERG

LEBUS
LUBUSZ

and Kostrzyn nad Odrą. As you can see, this river is

No. 1

and also creates great opportunities for practising

ie, and the Nysa Łużycka near the village of Kosarzyn

various forms of tourism. To explore the river valley,

north of Gubin The Oder flows out in the Czech Re-

we will use a car, a bicycle or a water vessel, e.g. an
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the Bóbr flows into the Oder near Krosno Odrzańsk-

BEESKOW

an important axis of the region and affects the development of particular parts of our province (bridges),
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By ship, barge, canoe – we explore the river Oder in all possible ways. We can also sail on a
scow, listening to the boatswain’s story about the history, nesting herons and storks, and
about the region’s atmospheric vineyards.
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public from the Odra Highlands – the eastern range

excursion ship. Thanks to the EU project of the Lubusz

of the Sudetes. The river is 854 km long, of which 742

communes (Odra for Tourists Association), we can take

kilometres of water flows through Poland. The largest

advantage of regular cruises on the river with the Zefir

to the area of Kostrzyn nad Odrą, and the latter – from

Piasts since the end of the thirteenth century until the

cities in the Lubuskie Province located on the Oder are,

and Laguna excursion ships. The former usually han-

Głogów to the area of Cigacice. The ships cruise from

early sixteenth century. However, the city’s greatest

Sturdy water tourists may

among others, Bytom Odrzański, Siedlisko, Nowa Sól,

dles routes from Krosno Odrzańskie downstream, i.e.

April to October. The cruise schedule is pre-announced

development dates back to the years 1580-1618 and is

enjoy the port-to-port

area of the Oder Valley, mainly

(see www.odra2014.pl). The ships offer sundecks and

associated with the Schönaich family. Europe’s famous

situated in the Lubuskie Province.

enclosed decks (with a refreshment bar full of sweets,

Calvinist gymnasium academicum operated here in the

The central part of the Oder is

hot and cold snacks and beverages). The ship can take

years 1601-1628 and had the right to grant master’s

92 passengers. A great convenience is the possibility of

degree. The most interesting, however, is the historic

transporting bicycles. The cruises usually last 1-2 hours.

city complex – the Old Town. The market square hous-

A new attraction is the cruise to small marinas on the

ing development is characterized by the richness of

entire schedule of cruises

way (information on this a bit later on).

façade décor and colours. The rows of bourgeois tene-

upside down in either dry or

If we decide to explore the Oder River valley by car, it is

ment houses with preserved late-Renaissance façades

torrential months.

worth starting from the south of the province, in Bytom

with rich ornaments, massive churches and the town

Odrzański, and visit the attractions going downstream.

hall towering above them, and the location on the riv-

Bytom Odrzański is a picturesque city located on a

er, vividly resemble Kazimierz Dolny nad Wisłą. The in-

small hill. The history of Bytom as a Slavic settlement

tricately decorated tenement house Pod Złotym Lwem

dates back to the eleventh century, and Gallus Anony-

(Under the Golden Lion – a complex of two tenement

mus mentions it in his chronicles in the twelfth century.

houses to be exact) is the most beautiful at the market

Dalkowskie Hills, a true paradise for hikers and cyclists,

square of Bytom. It features various shades of green

are located nearby. Bytom had belonged to the Silesian

– from pistachio through celadon to emerald. Even

The Central Oder region is the

located in the vicinity of Stara
Wieś (near Nowa Sól). There, we
will see a kilometre plate marker
with the number 427. It is worth
visiting this place during the trip.

The Oder
landscape
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cruises lasting approx. 4-6
hours. However, it is worth
checking in advance whether
the cruise will actually take
place. The water level in the
river is capable of turning the
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Bytom
Odrzański
– St. Jerome
church and
penitential
xxxxxx
crosses

Nowa
Sól – Park
Krasnala
(Dwarf
xxxxxxx
Park)

info

No. 2

info

No. 3

A figure of a black puss in boots
standing near the tenement
house Pod Złotym Lwem (Under

the extension, which immediately stands out on the

including war films. We also see remnants of a bridge,

with herbs and other delicacies. We have previously

xylophone, pan flute, gongs, slit drums; in the field of

the Golden Lion) is a great

right hand side, was designed so as not to interfere too

which until 1945 had joined both banks of the Oder.

discussed vineyards in the chapter „Follow the trail

hydrostatics: water vortex, Cartesian diver, water in a

attraction and a mystery to

much with the surroundings. The towering late-Renais-

The steel bridge, made in the Beuchelta plants of Zielo-

of grapevines.” From Stara Wieś we go towards Nowa

rotating cylinder, bucket pump, hydraulic scale; in the

tourists. In 2007, grateful residents

sance Town Hall from the seventeenth century, with a

na Góra, was put into service in 1907. The openwork

Sól. We can leave a vehicle at the car park at Wolności

field of optics: kaleidoscope, polarizers, spinning disc,

„National Geographic” plebiscite

of the city set a monument to

richly ornamented portal and heavy wooden doors, is

structure was supported by a characteristic gate with

Avenue. Krasnodar Park (Dwarf Park) with the high-

Newton disc, periscope, diffraction grating, glycerine

for 7 new wonders of Poland.

the cat. According to the legend,

also beautiful. We will see the city crest on it with a fish

the city crest, crowned with two spikes. In 1945, the

est dwarf in the world (Soluś is 5.41 m high and has

prism, giant kaleidoscope, and the so-called fragrance

you can have fun in the city until

and the Silesian eagle. The central point of the market

bridge was blown up by the retreating German troops.

been entered in the Guinness Book of Records) and a

wall. The following principle is applied here: “Bawiąc,

dawn, because there is a cat

square is a fountain depicting a boy with a fishing net

The tireless Municipality, full of ideas, made available a

grizzly bear (7 m) which are attractions for children.

uczyć – ucząc, bawić” (By entertaining teach – by

which will walk all of you safely

in his hands.

reconstructed part of the old road on the bridge, creat-

Park Krasnala is a great playground and a place ideal-

teaching entertain). From the park, it is not far to the

home. The cat is seen only by

The Gothic church of St. Jerome is situated nearby the

ing a picturesque promenade-pier with an interesting

ly suited for children with many attractions: fairy-tale

carefully reconstructed and renovated marina and the

those who have slightly abused

market square. Penitential crosses depicting murder

view of the Oder. It is best to get there from Bolesła-

figures, wicker maze, slides, swings, a petting zoo with

port on the Oder. We cross to the other side of the port

alcohol, and as you know the

tools, including a sword, a spear and a shovel are built

wa Krzywoustego Street. We say goodbye to Bytom

live animals and many swings and places to have fun.

quay on a fanciful arch bridge resembling a symbol of

Lubusz Land also means good

in the tower, just next to the entrance. There is an Evan-

Odrzański and we are heading towards Nowa Sól on

Guests can make a barbecue at special small squares.

hope – a rainbow. We can admire a beautiful river view

wine, so some see pink elephants

gelical church, now in ruin, next to the Catholic temple.

regional road 292. From Głogowska Street it is worth

Park Fizyki (The Park of Physics) was opened at Park

from the bridge. Excursion ships and scows cruise from

(although this monument was not

From the old market square it is worth going down the

turning into Piaskowa Street which leads to Stara Wieś,

Krasnala in 2018. There are interactive educational de-

the port. We will also see a monument devoted to the

meant for them).

stairs to the port, where excursion ships depart. The

having a central position on the Oder, and visiting the

vices, including those in the field of mechanics: crazy

heroes (some nameless), who defended the city from

area has been thoroughly renovated and made availa-

Kinga Vineyard. It offers not only tours, but also the

balls, rotating platform, trolleys on rails with a track,

the great flood in 1997. The tape measure shows the

ble to tourists. The scenery was used by film directors

opportunity to try regional products and to purchase

coupled swings; in the field of acoustics: tubular bells,

level of the river during the great flood. On the way

from various countries, such as Russia, to make films,

wine and various kinds of fruit preserves, wine vinegar

stone dulcimer, sound focusing set, echo chamber,

back to the car park, we cross a vertical-lift bridge on
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In 2013, the historic market square
in Bytom Odrzański was included
in a group of nominees in the
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It is worth going to the City Museum in Nowa
Sól at Muzealna Street which has an interesting
The old-river bed of the
xxxxxx
Oder

Stara
Winna Góra
Vineyard in
xxxxxxx
Górzyków

permanent exhibition dedicated to the nature of
the Oder Valley, the history of the city, a collection
of militaria and an exhibition of bourgeois interiors.
For more information www.muzeum-nowasol.pl.

the expert advises

info

No. 5

info

No. 4

the port canal which dates back to the early twentieth

of the Oder, marshy meadows and the estuary of the

continue the journey on regional road 282 towards

one. In January 1945, the Germans blew up the bridge,

century. Due to the applied construction solutions, the

Śląska Ochla with Biała Góra (White Mountain) await-

Zabór and Zielona Góra. A permanent road bridge

which slightly delayed the Soviet troops crossing the

bridge of Nowa Sól is considered one of the most valu-

ing tourists. It was named so because of the numerous

will appear here in a few years, for which the Lubusz

river. From the side of Zawada, near the traffic lights

From Milsko by local roads we

able monuments of engineering in Europe. From Nowa

false acacia flowering on the slopes. The first day of the

people keep their fingers crossed. It will significantly

(alternating traffic on the bridge), there is a commem-

making. They are described

can get to the Proczki hamlet with

Sól we head north towards Otynia. This city (civic rights

tour is coming to an end here. Time for an overnight

shorten the access from Zielona Góra to Lake Sławskie,

orative stone-obelisk with the date 29.I.1945 r. – the

in more detail in the chapter

the Na Leśnej Polanie vineyard.

regained in 2018) is famous for the late-Gothic church

stay near Nowa Sól.

Wolsztyn, Wschowa, Leszno and Poznań, as well as at-

time when Russians battled through and crossed to

dedicated to vineyards.

Booking a visit beforehand is

of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, a former Jesuit

tract more tourists to the nearby Zabór.

this side of the river. A new bridge on the S3 express-

necessary.

monastery complex (unfortunately in ruins, therefore

n the second day, we head north towards

In the village of Łazy, we turn right towards Przytok. It

way is visible on the right, and on the left, there is a

Niedoradz. There, in the centre of the town,

is worth stopping there for a moment and seeing the

river port in Cigacice. The town is important, because it

we turn right onto the local road leading

historic palace, which currently houses a school and a

is here that Obrzyca flows into the Oder, and the Oder

to Zabór. In the village of Czarna, we turn

special training and education centre.

changes direction from south-north to east-west (up to

only to be seen from the outside) and an interesting
layout of the market square. It is also worth going to
the nearby village of Bobrowniki. Leave the vehicle

right again towards Dąbrowa, and then Milsko. The

In Przytok we turn right towards the part of Zielona

the estuary of the Nysa Łużycka).

will lead us to the Bukowa Góra reserve, created in

road is narrow but picturesque. In Milsko, we turn right

Góra called Jany and then to Zawada. There, we head

If you like a good local cuisine (we especially recom-

1954 and encompassing an area of approx. 11 hec-

onto regional road 282 leading to the ferry crossing.

right again towards Cigacice and Sulechów. We drive

mend pierogi – dumplings with meat and sauerkraut),

tares. It covers steep slopes overgrown with forests

The Lubuskie Province abounds in such crossings,

on an old road leading north from Zielona Góra. A bi-

it is worth visiting a bar on the Oder River (on the

– mixed forest (beech, linden, larch, hornbeam and

which are rather peculiar attractions. The ferries can

cycle path is running along the route from the city to

left side from the bridge). Let’s also go along the first

alder) and coniferous forest, mainly spruce. The edges

take passenger cars and cyclists. If we have spare time,

the old bridge on the Oder in Cigacice. The bridge, con-

paved road to the left, which will lead us to the port of

of the hill are interwoven with numerous picturesque

it is worth going to the other side of the Oder towards

structed in Zielona Góra (then Grünberg in Schlesien)

Cigacice. There is a port canal where the Laguna ship

gorges. It is a great vantage point on the old-river bed

Bojadła and the hamlet of Przewóz, then return and

was opened in 1925 on the site of a former, wooden

and more cosy scows start their cruises. Always check

there and set off along the blue tourist trail. The trail
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In Zabór, among other attractions,
there is a palace with a park
and the Lubusz Centre of Wine-
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Castle in
Krosno
xxxxxxx
Odrzańskie

Trip on a
xxxxxxboat
‘galar’

info
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No. 7

After crossing Radnica we can
turn left towards the village of
Gostchorze with a high bank on

timetables or make an appointment beforehand. A re-

the Oder. The car should be left

freshment bar on the Oder is open in season.

in the car park (visible on the

We recommend a further journey from Cigacice

left side of the local road) and

through the village of Nowy Świat (here, you can turn

continue along the path (beware

right to Górzykowo and the Stara Winna Góra vine-

it may be overgrown if it has not

K

rosno Odrzańskie is yet another place associ-

building, courtyard, south wing and former chapel –

costumes and the ducal couple Henry the Bearded and

ated with the river, the origins of which, as a

coach house) houses the museum’s collections. The

Hedwig take symbolic power over the city. Jadwigensis

settlement, date back to the eleventh century.

collection includes coins from ancient times, uniforms

Festival has been taking place for many years at the

As a city it began to function in the thirteenth

of the Polish army (after all, Krosno Odrzańskie was

turn of September and October. Various types of mu-

vineyards are restored and old

century thanks to the initiative of the Silesian Duke

famous for the military presence), stuffed birds char-

sic are presented at the event – from early, classical,

grape varieties are grown on the

yard) to Sulechów, and further along regional road 278

Henry the Bearded and his wife Hedwig of Silesia, later

acteristic of the Oder valley, a model of a castle with

through film, operetta and opera, choral to popular

southern slopes.

been visited for a long time). In

towards Krosno Odrzańskie. After crossing the viaduct

a saint. The Bóbr River flows into the Oder near the city

ramparts, a hall devoted to the history of the city from

music. The city hosts jazzmen as part of Lubuskie Za-

case of problems finding it, you

on the S3 expressway, we enter the village of Mozów.

(access road to Stary Raduszec, then on foot). In Feb-

the times of Duke Henry and Duchess Hedwig, the city

duszki Jazzowe (Lubusz Jazz All Souls’ Day). Near the

can always ask the locals for help.

There are two vineyards – Mozów and Cantina. Both

ruary 1945, the southern, historic part of the city was

crest, a gallery of local artists’ works from today and

castle, next to the bus station, there is a port on the

From the escarpment there is a

are well-marked with brown information boards on

considerably destroyed as a result of hostilities and has

items associated with pre-war Krosno, including a large

Oder and a characteristic steel bridge from 1905 made

magnificent view of the Oder River

the Lubusz Wine and Mead Trail As you can see, there

not been rebuilt (although the plans exist). There are

collection of photographs of the non-existent market

in pre-war Zielona Góra (still in use). A bypass and a

and of the back swamps, fields,

are a lot of attractions on the route. The road leads

only a few houses left, the church (St. Hedwig of Silesia

square. The icing on the cake is a wine cellar along

new bridge on the Oder would be useful for the city

pastures and forests located on

us through numerous villages on the Oder, including

Roman Catholic church, previously the Evangelical Ma-

with a bee-keeping collection on the Lubusz Wine and

and would relieve a lot of traffic near the border. Time

the south side. We can reach

Pomorsko and Brody (two more ferry crossings to see),

rienkirche), as well as the complex of the former Piast

Mead Trail. Krosno Odrzanskie has been organising the

to spend a night in the city or its surroundings. Let’s

Krosno Odrzańskie through Chyże.

Bródki, Nietkowice, Będów, up to Szklarka Radnicka.

castle – today Zamek Artistic and Cultural Centre. The

Rybobranie festival in June for several years now – a

gather strength for the last stage of our journey.

On the way we will cross the tracks of the railway line,

staff of the Tourist Information Office located there are

city festival referring to its rich history. In September,

After breakfast, we go along national road 29 towards

the so-called Odrzanka. In Szklarka, we turn left to re-

ready to provide any assistance to visitors (Phone No

the city invites people to come for the Knight’s Tourna-

Słubice and cross the upper part of Krosno Odrzańskie.

gional road 276 towards Krosno Odrzańskie.

+48 570130136 or +48 683838994, e-mail: punktit@

ment for the Ring of Duchess Hedwig of Silesia opened

After passing Marcinowice we see a vast north-east

cak-zamek.pl). The restored part of the castle (gate

by a parade of participants and knights in medieval

panorama of the area. We fork off to the village of
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In recent years, Krosno Odrzańskie
has been very focused on the
revival of its wine traditions. Old
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At the suburbs of Słubice you can turn left, into
Krasiński estate and follow the road to the village

Panoramic
view of
Lebus from
a bike trail
xxxxxx
near
Słubice

of Nowy Lubusz. It’s a small settlement founded on

Club of Naturalists, with various grassland ecosystems

the initiative of King Frederick II of Prussia, located

as well as plants and animals living on various types

on the other side of a small hill on the river Oder.
In the 10th century a Slavic stronghold Lubusz was

of meadows. It was established as a field station to

located there (now a german city of Lebus). Lubusz

protect the well-preserved xerothermic grasslands

was incorporated into the Polish state by prince

around Owczary. As part of the educational activities,

Mieszko I of the Piast dynasty and remained in

there is a natural path Na murawy (to the grasslands)

polish hands until the first half of the 13th century.
Leave the car in the village and walk to the river

and a botanical garden with plants of various types of

embankments. From there you can see the city of

meadows. There is a small car park next to the facility.

Lebus, with a characteristic tower with a peaked

There is also Pamięcin steppe reserve with xerothermic

roof, that belongs to an evangelical church.

the expert advises

grasslands (thermophilic, growing on dry and strongly
sunlit places). It covers several deep gorges that cut
into the Oder’s ice-marginal valley.

W

e continue the trip along the Oder
route to Kostrzyn nad Odrą, where we

info

No. 8

can leave the car on the left side of the
car park next to the petrol station. It is

worth visiting the old fortress Kostrzyn, or rather what is

Osiecznica. There is a „Karp” fishing farm which has

without prior appointment. We continue along nation-

Collegium Polonicum in Słubice, the research and sci-

left of the old town, which, in 1945, almost ceased to ex-

been operating for years offering, among other things,

al road 29 towards Słubice. In the village of Urad, we

entific institution of Frankfurt’s Viadrina European Uni-

ist during the Berlin operation. We can admire the pan-

accommodation and fish dishes (earlier phone contact

can fork off to the right to the main road and con-

versity and the Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań.

orama of the Oder from the restored part of the western

Be sure to drive from Kłopot

advisable). After passing Osiecznica, we turn left onto

tinue the journey along the local roads near the Oder,

Both cities are joined by a characteristic bridge with a

strongholds of the former fortress – Filip or Brandenburg

to most donikąd (a bridge to

the route leading to Maszewo and to regional road

through Kunice, Rybocice to Świecko, and from there

light blue arch in the middle. It is worth leaving a car

(more about the fortress in the chapter devoted to forti-

nowhere), an amazing viewing

138 towards Gubin. The route will take us to the ferry

return to regional road 29 and continue on to Słu-

in Słubice and go on foot to the old Frankfurt (Oder),

fications). A visit to the Museum of the Kostrzyn Fortress

platform on the Oder. We leave

crossing on the Oder in Połęcko. From Połęcko we re-

bice. The borderland Słubice along with the German

which managed to renew part of what was saved from

is a must (www.muzeum.kostrzyn.pl).

the vehicle and continue on

turn to regional road 138 on to Maszewo, where we

Frankfurt (Oder) create the so-called Słubfurt, the true

the war conflagration. Most of the old building sub-

foot. On the bridge, however, be

turn left onto the local road towards the village of Ry-

European city. Today’s Słubice had been a right-bank

stance (e.g. the town hall building, St. Mary’s church

We encourage you to visit the place where the Warta

especially careful as the structure

baki. This is a rarely frequented route and runs near the

district of Frankfurt (Oder) called Dammvorstadt until

and university buildings) survived to the left of the

River flows into the Oder. Convenient access is possible

is in poor condition. The access to

Krzesin Landscape Park – flood plains of the Oder and

1945. The present name was given when Dammvor-

bridge, near Große Oderstraße and Holzmarkt with a

by car along Włoska Street, right next to a wastewater

the bridge is poorly marked and

birds’ habitats. We reach Kłopot passing Miłów, Byto-

stadt was incorporated into the borders of post-war

harbour for excursion ships, such as Zefir. The harbour

treatment plant. Our trip is coming to an end here.

the road is quite narrow, although

miec, Krzesin and Rąpice. There is the White Stork Mu-

Poland. During the war, 30% of the urban substance

on the Polish side, in Słubice, is located at 1 Maja Street

passable.

seum, described in detail in the chapter „On the trail

of Słubice was destroyed. Typical urban buildings from

(access road from Solidarności roundabout). It is worth

of nature.” We return to the main road in Cybinka by

the late nineteenth century and the early twentieth

having lunch in Słubice before further travel. We con-

local roads. On the way we come across two war ceme-

century prevail in the city. After the German reunifica-

tinue the ride, this time on national road 31 towards

teries of Soviet Army soldiers, who died here at the end

tion in 1991, there was an economic recovery caused

Kostrzyn nad Odrą. In Owczary, just after passing Pa-

of World War II – one by the road from Białków, and

by an influx of tourists. Both cities, Słubice and Frank-

mięcin, the road goes down sharply. There is an inter-

the other in the town itself. The latter can be visited

furt (Oder) are proud to support the development of

esting Museum of Meadows run by the Świebodzin
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About 11 million people and 3
million cars pass yearly through
the border bridge in Słubice.
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LUBUSKIE
VIVACITY

Famous all over
the world
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Muskau Park is a paradise for the senses, sight (won-

five such sights in the trip schedule, and three are in

derful landscapes, flora, fauna, and architecture),

the south of the region, i.e. in Łęknica and its vicini-

touch (interesting shapes and trees), smell (aroma of

ty (Żary Poviat), one in Żagań and two in its central

grasses, flowers and blooming trees), hearing (water

area (Klępsk – Zielona Góra Poviat, Sulechów com-

splash, birds singing, gentle breezes, rustling of leaves

mune and Gościkowo – Świebodzin Poviat). Two days

and buzzing of insects) and taste (unforgettable

a

ka

NOWOGRÓD
BOBRZAŃSKI

Ne

LUBSKO

shrubs). Both parts of the park, i.e. Polish and Ger-

E65
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artistic value, consolidated out

river unfortunately) – the Nysa Łużycka. We can say
that in Poland, we encounter wild, somewhat abun-

Od
ra

dant spaces, in Germany, however, it is a bit candy
er, they create a very interesting blend.
We start touring the park (at least 2-3 hours) from

parks. They feature naturalness,
open spaces, landscape
coherence and freeness. They are

paid car park (since 2017); nearby there is a toilet,

often accompanied by artificial

and other materials useful while exploring the park.

cultural heritage of Poland. The

opposite of the French-style

in the Polish Łęknica. We can leave the vehicle in a

office, where you can buy plans, souvenirs, postcards

their great importance to the

English-style parks are the

Wybrzeżna Street (side street from Hutnicza Street)

numerous overview maps and a tourist information

of broad consensus regarding

No. 2

man, are crossed by the border river (once a dividing

land-like, so typical for the German mentality. Togeth-
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In the eastern part of the park, we come across an
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Heritage List and on the list of historical monuments
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special historical, scientific and
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for historical monuments of

We begin our journey from the Polish-German

the nineteenth century, the creator of many classi-
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about 200 km long. The best way to travel is by car.
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A romantic garden, a geopark about the landscape, like out of this world, a Baroque abbey –
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ruins and obelisks. Big centuriesold trees, ivy, streams, cascades
and spatial green lawns and
irregular flower beds prevail

title is granted by regulation of

Entrance to the park is free.

the President of the Republic of

Following the guide signs, we can choose several op-

are avoided here, and the paths

Poland.

tions for the tour, depending on conditions. On the

are deliberately winding and

Polish side, however, it is worth seeing, among other

completely do not resemble those

things, a viaduct, Arkadowy Bridge (Arcade Bridge),
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Panorama
of the
Muskau
xxxxx
Bend
from the
observation tower
on Lake
Afryka

Królewski Bridge (Royal Bridge) and Pückler’s stone
(note: it’s not his grave, as some people think, be-

here. All fences and hoardings

in, for example, Versailles near
Paris, where everything seems to
be so perfectly neat.

cause the duke fancifully wanted to be buried in a
heaped earth pyramid at his second estate in Branitz
near Cottbus in Germany). Near the aforementioned
lubuskie – vivacity
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Nysa
Łużycka
rapids
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Lake
Afryka
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tourist information on the German side we will cross

and dedicated to the creator of the park, Prince Pück-

of acidification. So let’s now go on the tourist path

website for the Lipinki Forest Division has plenty of

Podwójny Most (Double Bridge) (a bit further there

ler. It is also worth climbing the tower. The park is

Dawna Kopalnia Babina (The Former Babina Mine),

free materials, including maps.

is Angielski Bridge – English Bridge). For the sturdier

beautifully visible from the 35-metre tower, especially

located in the Muskau Bend Landscape Park and the

The route features an emerald lake on the B2 pit, a

Muskau Park can also be visited

tourists, we recommend turning right onto a walk-

in the afternoon hours. Those eager for coffee, ice-

Polish-German Geopark, which was granted the UN-

green ferruginous lake on the Via pit (wonderful tech-

a result of glacier activity 450

by bike. If we do not have a

ing path just behind this bridge. It runs almost all the

cream and desserts can pop into the castle café and

ESCO Global Geopark title in 2015. The path, about 5

nical names, aren’t they?) – a source of acid mine wa-

thousand years ago in the so-

bicycle, we can rent it at one of

way along the Nysa Łużycka River and this slightly

other places in Bad Muskau in Germany or in Polish

km long (the crossing time is 60-90 minutes, and the

ter, and the largest, Łuska C reservoir, is called Afryka

called Scandinavian glaciation.

the numerous rental shops near

longer stroll, full of beautiful scenery, will lead us to

Łęknica. It is worth coming back to the Polish side by

return to Łęknica will take us twice the time), is well-

(Africa) (the outline of the reservoir resembles this

the park (it is worth registering

the castle. The shorter one runs straight ahead (note:

a road bridge, just behind which the famous Bazar

marked and full of astonishing landscapes. The path

continent). It encompasses an area of about 20 hec-

early as the list of those

you must stop off to see the characteristic, painted

Manhattan (marketplace) stretches. Its glory years

is also suitable for cyclists and cross-country skiers

tares, and the depth reaches up to 24 metres. At the

interested, especially during the

in blue, so-called Fuksjowy Bridge) to the New Cas-

are behind it, but it still incorporates a lot of the local

in winter. We will get to one of the entrances to the

reservoir, a great attraction awaits us at the end (or

high season and on weekends,

tle visible from a distance. Its present form dates

diversity. The car park at Wybrzeżna Street is located

path at Leśna Street taking, for example, Hutnicza,

beginning) of the escapade – a wooden observation

is long). Horse-drawn carriage

back to the nineteenth century and represents the

right behind the marketplace. So if we stick to the left

XX-lecia, Dworcowa and Tadeusza Kościuszki Streets.

tower. We have to climb a 120-degree slope to the

(britzka) rides are also offered,

neo-Renaissance style. It was created on the medie-

side, passing the booths, we will get to place where

We must cross the tunnel under the Łęknica bypass

observation deck height of 24 metres (there is also

and for adrenaline-seekers there

val foundations of the former seat of the rulers. After

we started.

(national road 12) to get to the car park. The second

a second deck for the less sturdy tourists, at a lower

are canoeing or rafting trips on

thorough renovation of the entire castle complex, the

Man-made landscapes are created as a result of a

entrance to the route, with a car park, is located on

height of 14 metres). The surrounding area, the pow-

the Nysa Łużycka River.

building was reopened to the public. On the ground

human activity, e.g. industrial activity; since there

regional road 350 (to Przewóz), just behind the vil-

er plant chimneys in German Boxberg and the outline

floor, on the left side, there is a tourist information

were many brown coal mines in the area, water ac-

lage of Nowe Czaple; it is also best to leave a coach

of the mountains, are clearly visible from the tower. In

office (entry tickets). There is an interesting exhibi-

cumulated in the abandoned workings and became

there. The third entrance is in Nowe Czaple (just be-

good weather with a clear sky, we can see the high-

tion worth-seeing, packed with multimedia gadgets

stained with various colours depending on the degree

hind the former railway line, there are signposts). The

est peak of the Karkonosze Mountains – Śnieżka.
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The Muskau Bent is a geological
form, the largest end moraine
in Europe, which was created as

The name „belt” comes from its
horseshoe shape, and it is about
40 km long and 3-5 km wide. The
formation looks interesting from
space.
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Żary – ruins
of the castle
and the
xxxxxx
palace

Żagań – an
eclectic
post office
building

info
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info

No. 5
in front of the Żagań’s bypass

W

as exhibits in the Ethnographic Museum in Zielona

side. The Holy Sepulchre chapel is situated behind a

and on the left hand side at the

Góra-Ochla. It is worth stopping for a moment in the

small wall. This priceless building is a copy of the Holy

so-called tanker’s square, there

centre of the town of Lipinki Łużyckie – in front of a

Sepulchre chapel in German Görlitz (Zgorzelec), mod-

are various military vehicles

strange boulder with a metal globe at the top is a

elled on the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusa-

and a bust of General Stanisław

15-degree east longitude monument.

lem. It was built around 1600 (beginning of construc-

W

former monastery complex of Canons Regulars – the

to this, you can stand in one corner of the room and

Maczek, who, in 1944, liberated

We approach Żary, the capital of Polish Lusatia. This

tion: 1598) at the behest of the Żagań Abbot of the

Order of Saint Augustine, located in the complex of

whisper to a person standing on the opposite side,

Dutch Breda, among other places.

is a city with interesting buildings in the old town.

Order of Saint Augustine, Jacob II Liebig. The Żagań

the current Gothic Assumption of Mary church. The

but also confess your sins to other monks. After the

Heavenly Spheres), is the most

His 1st Armoured Division was

There is a Gothic church of the Sacred Heart of Jesus,

chapel, which was a place of resurrection worship,

Order of Saint Augustine was brought to Żagan from

dissolution of the monastery in 1810, the most valu-

famous work on the Universe. A

named “Black”, which is today

a well-preserved fragment of defensive walls and a

was the destination for numerous pilgrimages of the

Nowogród Bobrzański at the end of the thirteenth

able library collections and astronomical instruments

monument devoted to Kepler is

incorporated as an element in the

town hall with a picturesque and ornate portal (with

faithful from Germany until the end of the Second

century. The proper monastery was established in the

were taken to Wrocław. The former monastery com-

uniforms of soldiers from Żagań

the city crest among other things). The castle of the

World War. This is evidenced by, among other things,

fourteenth century. St. Anne chapel and a library were

plex of the Order of Saint Augustine was recognized

(black berets). The general rests

Dewin-Biberstein family and the Promnitzs’ palace

legible inscriptions left on the chapel walls; the oldest

created in the eastern wing during the times of Abbot

as a historical monument by the regulation of the

at the Polish military cemetery in

dominate the city’s architecture, unfortunately both

of them comes from the early seventeenth century

Ludolf. The monastery was expanded in the spirit of

President of the Republic of Poland on February 28,

Breda next to his soldiers.

are in poor condition that makes sightseeing impossi-

and reads: “Hic fuit Daniel Rudolphus Griphishagen-

the Renaissance in the mid-sixteenth century. After

2011. A lightning rod was installed on the monastery

ble. We continue on regional road 12 towards Żagań.

sis Pomeranus Ao MDCVII” („Daniel Rudolf of Gryfino

the great fire in 1730, some of the buildings were

tower in the second half of the eighteenth century –

demolished, while the northern and western wings

probably the first on this land (Lower Silesia).

Just before the railway viaduct,
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e continue the journey on national

The first entry behind the railway viaduct (turn right

Pomorskie visited the place in 1607”) – these graffiti

were extended, which were later rebuilt into a no-

road 12 towards Żary. Many old cot-

at the roundabout to Żarska Street) will lead us to

vandals, they were present even back then!

vitiate and a boarding school. Magnificent interiors

tages from this area, from the east of

Żagań. We will see the Visitation church on a slight

of the monastery complex with frescoes by the out-

Lusatia, were moved and re-erected

elevation after about a kilometre on the right hand

standing Silesian artist Neunhertz were created in the

court of Albrecht von Wallenstein,

e cross the characteristic double

mid-eighteenth century. The interior of the library is

the ruler of the city. Kepler

roundabout, across the bridge over

famous for its excellent acoustics thanks to the ap-

completed his work in Żagań

the Bóbr River, and then turn right at

propriately shaped vault – it is one of only a few so-

the next roundabout. Our goal is the

called whispering ceilings known in the world. Thanks

In 1628-1630, a prominent
astronomer Johannes Kepler
lived in Żagań and worked at the

titled Somnium astronomia lunari
(known as The Dream), which,
after Nicolas Copernicus’s De
revolutionibus orbium coelestium
(On the Revolutions of the

standing at Warszawska Street. He
is also the patron of one of the
city’s restaurants.
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There is a castle in Sulechów, beautifully restored
from almost ruins, and a former Calvinist chapel.
There is a preserved clear-span basement covered
with a barrel vault from the sixteenth century

The Palace
xxxxxx
in
Żagań

under the whole building. The basement has a wine

The castle in
xxxxxxx
Sulechów

cellar. The building houses a Hall of Memory with
a tourist information office. The biggest attraction
of the castle is the Gothic defensive tower with
historic rooms from the turn of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. You can arrange a tour with
a tourist information employee of the Sulechów
Community Centre.

the expert advises

info
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The former library of the Order of Saint Augustine

to wait a long time for the restoration of its function-

is a breath-taking place – a must-see in the former

ing). Tours of the palace are possible (details: http://

monastery complex. It features wonderful décor with

palacksiazecy.pl).

There is a very interesting

well-preserved frescoes by the outstanding Silesian

The tower of the former Evangelical church from

Museum of Prisoners-of-War

artist Neunhertz created in the mid-eighteenth centu-

the early eighteenth century at Adama Mickiewicza

T

along the road leading to Iłowa

ry. The library has one of the richest collections of old

(national road 296). During the

he next day we head north onto region-

loggia with a separate entrance and a brick sacristy

al road 295 to Nowogród Bobrzański, and

on the north side. Originally, the log construction of

later on national road 27 we go to Zielona

the church was replaced with wattle and daub made

Góra. We are approaching the city of Zielona

by the Protestants in the 1570s. The nave and the

near Żagań. There is a famous

Góra, but we will get around it by taking the bypass

chancel are covered with gable hip roofs. The church,

wooden and steel bridge in

Street is also worth seeing. After World War II, the

(national road 32) from the west and then, from the

which is a subsidiary of the Roman Catholic parish in

Gorzupia (a village on the route)

books and globes in Poland. Tour available only upon

temple crumbled and it was demolished in 1966. Only

northern side, the Zielona Góra North junction with

Łęgów, is under the invocation of the Visitation of the

Second World War, the Germans

prior notification (for details see http://www.wnmp.

the tower, a good waypoint as the highest landmark

the S3 expressway. The expressway will take us to

Blessed Virgin Mary (this scene was presented on an

created war camps there, and the

zagan.pl/dla-zwiedzajacych.html). It’s a pity to skip

in the city (about 80 metres), has survived. Works

Sulechów, crossing the picturesque meadows of the

altarpiece with altar wings closed). Since March 15,

POWs escaped from one of them

such a place full of history in Żagań!

were undertaken to secure it only just in the 1990s.

Oder River near Cigacice, where the river changes its

2017, the temple has been on the prestigious list of

(Luft III) during the night of 24/25

While we still have the energy to continue exploring

Nowadays, you can see a fantastic panorama of the

course from south-north to east-west. In Sulechów,

historical monuments. You can read more about this

March 1944. The Oscar-winning

this Piast city, we advise a visit to the nearby Ducal

area from the tower, but you should check the open-

we turn onto national road 32 towards Poznań. After

facility in the chapter devoted to the Trail of Wooden

film titled “The Great Escape” from

Palace. The palace and the park surrounding it, locat-

ing days and hours beforehand (see the website of

about 4 km we turn left onto regional road 304 (Ba-

Churches of the Kozioł Region. We do not want to re-

1963, starring Steve McQueen and

ed on the Bóbr‘s canal, Młynówka, and on the Bóbr

the palace). You will have to climb a lot of stairs and

bimost destination), which will lead us to the village

peat ourselves. We continue our journey to Babimost,

directed by John Sturges, is based

River itself, is a feast for the eyes. There are not only

metal bridges, but it is worth it. The whole area, in-

of Klępsk. The jewel of religious wooden architecture

where, at the first roundabout, we turn left onto na-

on this event.

beautiful architectural forms, but also ancient trees

cluding the old part of the city, are clearly visible from

is situated there. The church was built around the

tional road 303, which will lead us to Świebodzin.

(including plane trees, English oaks and red beech-

the tower, and the climb down is waiting for us as a

fourteenth-fifteenth centuries. It has one nave and

There, we continue on regional road 92 to the round-

es), figures (e.g. a frog) and a representative palace

bonus.

a narrower chancel with an added tower of post-

about where we turn right and to the north towards

and-beam construction with a spire in the west, a

Miedzyrzecz. We will reach Jordanów, and after

fountain that was opened a few years ago (we had
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Several episodes of the Czterej
pancerni i pies (Four tank-men
and a dog) TV series were shot

that „played” in the episode titled
„Joy and bitterness” bridge on the
Bug. It is worth stopping there to
take souvenir photos.
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The Muzyka
w Raju
(Music in
Paradise)
Festival in
Gościkowoxxxxxxx
Paradyż

Zielona
GóraGorzów
xxxxxx
Seminary

info
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The right side of the altar in the
church of the Seminary features
a foundation scene dating back
to around 1700 on the aisle wall,
which depicts Mikołaj Bronisz

crossing the bridge on the Paklica River to Gościkowo

Army, which established warehouses in the complex.

Assumption of the Virgin Mary by Felix Scheffler and

world. You can learn more about the event (see http://

we will see a complex of the former Cistercian mon-

After the Second World War, the buildings became

figurines of Saints Peter and Paul.

www.muzykawraju.pl).

astery on the left hand side.

the property of the Salesian Society, who run, among

M

In November 2017, the President of the Republic of

other things, a dormitory, and since 1952, the Faculty

It is also worth seeing the monastery museum with

Poland honoured the former Cistercian monastery in

ikołaj Bronisz brought the Cistercians

of Philosophy of the Gorzów Diocesan Seminary in

a rich collection of chasubles, paintings, monstranc-

Gościkowo-Paradyż with the title of a historical mon-

from Brandenburg in the 1230s and

Paradyż there. The Zielona Góra-Gorzów Higher Theo-

es and liturgical vessels. However, the tour should be

ument, thereby confirming its rank and its contribu-

granted them large estates. The first

logical Seminary has been operating here since 1992.

crowned with a visit to the garden of Paradyż, at the

tion to the shaping of the Lubusz identity – after all,

monks erected provisional buildings

Tours are available only with a guide, and clerical

end of which you will see a small vineyard. The com-

it was here in 1998 that the so-called Paradyż agree-

here as early as 1236. The Cistercians then changed

students are usually the guides – the website (www.

plex looks most impressive at sunset (the best pho-

ment was signed under which the Lubuskie Province

in the scenery of the Battle

the name of the village to Paradisus Sanctae Mar-

paradisus.pl) provides more information on admis-

tos are also taken then). For connoisseurs: Muzyka

was established a year later.

of Legnica in 1241. The author,

iae, or the Paradise of the Mother of God, hence

sion. We are waiting for the guide at the monastic

w Raju festival (Music in Paradise) has been taking

We finish our drive in Gościkowo and prepare for fur-

however, painted figures in

today’s colloquial name of Gościkowo – Paradyż. In

wicket gate (next to it there is a toilet and a large

place in the monastery since 2003. The festival reso-

ther explorations of the Lubusz sights.

costumes of the nobility typical of

the eighteenth century, the Prussian state secular-

car park), where you can also buy various souvenirs,

nates with medieval, renaissance and baroque music,

the seventeenth and eighteenth

ized (dissolved) the Order and took over all of the

brochures and postcards.

and since 2011 also classical music (e.g. Mozart’s

centuries.

abbey’s estates. The high water mark of the dissolu-

T

Oboe Concerto performed on...soprano saxophone)

(the founder) and the Cistercians

tion followed in the year 1834. Then, Germans had
run various schools in the complex, including the
Royal Teachers’ Seminary, until the end of World War
II. In 1945, the building was taken over by the Red
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he most valuable monument is the church,

and romantic music. Rare old instruments are often

a three-nave basilica with a central baroque

used to play the forgotten though soothing musical

altar dating back to 1739 in the shape of

compositions of the ancient times. This festival gath-

the divine throne with a painting of the

ers musicians and viewers from almost all over the
lubuskie – vivacity
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trzowie Polskiej Wiolinistyki (Masters of Polish Violin

“Lubuskie – tu gramy” (Lubuskie – we play

Music) festivals, held mainly in the Zielona Góra Concert

music here). There are two perfectly func-

Hall (recently, also held in other cultural institutions of

tioning concert halls: the older of Zielona Góra and the

the region) and popularizing classical and popular mu-

younger of Gorzów Wielkopolski. Gorzów Wielkopolski

sic. The Green Town of Jazz festival for jazz enthusiasts

is still associated with jazz and Roma music (the un-

has been taking place for many years. Maryla Rodowicz

forgettable and vibrant Romane Dyvesa Festival), but

(the famous Polish singer) was born in Zielona Góra and

orchestras.

up here. Whereas, Krystyna Prońko, a singer and jazz vo-

Zielona Góra, once associated with the festival of Soviet

calist, comes from Gorzów Wielkopolski.

songs, is now famous for, among other things, the Dni

Once a year, Kostrzyn nad Odrą becomes the place that

taking place since 2004 during the summer holidays.
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has been actively and substantively supporting this
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event for many years, and the employees of the office
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very vibrant place on the cultural map of the Lubuskie
Province. The Marshal’s Office of the Lubuskie Province
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pants meet with people from the world of
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nother cult spot at the festival is the zone
(Academy of Finest Arts), where partici-
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The entire event is an acknowledgement to volunteers
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Urszula Dudziak (the leading Polish jazz vocalist) grew
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recently also with the Alte Kameraden festival of brass
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Muzyki nad Odrą (Music Days on the Oder) and Mis-

throughout the year following the slogan

under the new name Pol’and’Rock Festival, has been

a

ta
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eavenly music resounds in the Lubusz Land

Przystanek Woodstock, which, since 2018, is known
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We reinvent ourselves and dance till we are blue in the face – we pop into Woodstock and
enjoy the Music in Paradise.
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promote the tourist attractions of the region, engaging

info

No. 2
Czesław Wydrzycki (Czesław
Niemen), the famous Polish
singer, was associated with
Świebodzin. We will see a bench-
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monument with the first notes of

Carl Teike is the creator of one of the most popular marches – ”Alte Kameraden”

the song „Dziwny jest ten świat”

meaning „Old Companions.” He played an oboe in the military band of

(Strange is this World) at the

the grenadier regiment in Ulm (Germany). In 1889, he composed a march,

market square of Świebodzin.

the score of which he showed to the bandmaster of the local band. The
bandmaster found the composition worthless. Carl Teike, after this unfortunate
disappointment, resigned from the army and became a policeman in Potsdam.
Together with his army colleagues, he invented a title for his march and kept
the score, but he did not anticipate that the piece would later, in his lifetime,
become one of the most famous marches in the world. After some time, Teike
was released from the police as a result of illness and moved to Gorzów
Wielkopolski (then Landsberg) in 1909, where he became a postal officer. He
stayed there until his death. In Gorzów Wielkopolski, he conducted the local city
orchestra and composed other military marches, which entered the repertoire
of many orchestras, not only military. So let’s not worry about temporary
failures in your life and keep pressing toward your goals.
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The Concert Hall
in Zielona
Góra
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Performance in
the Theatre
of Gorzów
xxxxxx
Wielkopolski

Muzyka w
Raju (Music
in Paradise)
xxxxxxx
Festival

info

No. 4

info

No. 3

in a variety of presentation topics, for example on the

concerts originally intended for flute or oboe performed

Zielona Góra has been inviting participants to Oblicza

and perhaps somewhat forgotten composer, has been

promotion of health or culture. If you ask, especially

on a modern instrument, which is a soprano saxophone.

Tradycji (The Faces of Tradition) festival for years. The

taking place in various parts of the Lubuskie Province

young people, what they associate the Lubusz Land

The festival is also connected with a new event called

history of Międzynarodowy Festiwal Folkloru (In-

since 2017.

During Pol’And’Rock Festival

with, most will reply the, formerly, Przystanek Wood-

Przedsionek Raju (The Vestibule of Paradise), which is a

ternational Folklore Festival) (original name) dates

As you can see, the Lubusz Land also means music –

their heart, adds a zest to the

in Kostrzyn nad Odrą Lubuskie

stock Festival and Kostrzyn nad Odrą.

musical series preceding the main festival, sometimes

back to 1964. Since then, Zielona Góra has been the

and it is not afraid of new trends.

International Folklore Festival.

Voivodeship has its own area.

A

There is planty of attractions for
everyone. Year by year the area is
visited by 20 000 guests.

taking place in very small, but picturesque towns, in

place that presents cultures from around the world.

nother very well-known music event is the

old temples, the walls of which are witnesses to the

Folklore groups present their skills in Zielona Góra,

Muzyka w Raju (Music in Paradise) festival

past centuries. This event brings music and culture

Łagów and other towns in the Lubuskie Province. In

which has been taking place in the Cister-

closer to different generations of the Lubusz people.

addition, there are folklore lessons, „folkojarmark”

cian monastery in Gościków-Paradyż since

periods, and since 2011, also music of Classicism and

T

workshops, concerts and games held on the Zielona

Romanticism. Often forgotten pieces are performed on

took place in 2018. Gorzów Wielkopolski offers a sep-

at the invitation of Count Erdmann II von Promnitz.

rare instruments (often replicas of those from a given

arate dancing event under the name Przystań dla Tań-

Telemann’s compositions, composed in this period,

period and with a different orchestra costume than

ca (Dancing Haven) with the performance of contem-

include Polish themes. Nasz Telmann (Our Telmann)

now) in the church of Paradyż. There are sometimes

porary dance, ballet and modern dance enthusiasts.

festival, promoting the work of this underestimated

2003. In the second half of August, musicians from
all over the world present their skills to international
audiences. There, you can listen to secular and sacred
pieces from the Middle Ages, Renaissance and Baroque
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he Lubuskie Province also features a variety

The jam session, where bands,
similarly to jazzmen, improvise
various melodies close to

Góra pedestrian zone.

of folklore festivals. The most famous is the
International Dance Festival Folk Przystań

The German composer Georg Philipp Telemann of

held in June in Gorzów Wielkopolski. The

the Baroque era, who at that time was conducting a

25th edition of this wonderful international event

court orchestra, stayed in Żary in the years 1704-1708
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No. 1

GERMANY
NIEMCY

SEELOW

Some call it birdwatching, some birding – the most beautiful photos of the representatives
of the bird world are the trophies from this bloodless safari
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An absolute hit for birdwatching
lovers is the Ujście Warty National
Park, the youngest park in Poland,

maps that help with further exploration of the park.

public of Birds, but more about it later, because this place

Next, we take national road 22 to Słońsk, on the way,

really exists... The entire trip will take about 3 days, and

however, it is worth stopping off at the newly renovat-

Forces”) is located in Słońsk

the most convenient way to go there is by car; while in the

ed multiple-storey observation tower at the intersec-

are flooded, which creates ideal conditions for living

inhabited by numerous insects and amphibians. The

town of Słońsk and the city of

and initiated the creation of the

places described it is best to go around by bike or on foot.

tion of the local road to Czarnów and Górzyca. In the

and breeding birds; in drier months there are wonder-

village of Słońsk, being the informal tourist capital of

Kostrzyn nad Odrą, on the flood

so-called Rzeczypospolita Ptasia

We will start our journey from the village of Chyrzyno,

spring months, March and April, the northward areas

ful meadows, usually covered with a carpet of flowers

the park, is located nearby. The most well-known route

plains of the Postomia River near

The Society of Słońsk Friends
„Unitis viribus” (or „With United

(Birds’ Republic) at the early

eiße

habitats, but above all, those of the birds. This is a true Re-

FORST
BARŠĆ

JASIEŃ

NOWOGRÓD
BOBRZAŃSKI

NOWA SÓL

WSCHOWA

KOŻUCHÓW

27
295

12

LESZNO

RYDZYNA

Od
ra

of the Ptasim Szlakiem nature trail is the one that leads

twenty-first century. This bird

from Słońsk through Przyborów into the park from its

state, under human authorities,

south-western side. This route is so-called Betonka

has its own constitution and a

(name beton (concrete) derives from the characteris-

bird watcher’s code, and even...

established in 2001. The taiga
bean goose is the symbol of
the park. It stretches around the

the place where the Warta flows
into the Oder. It covers numerous
swamps, meadows and pastures,
being a mainstay for water and
marsh birds. According to various

its own passports, within which

tic concrete road slabs). The road is well marked. It is

you can receive a commemorative

about 2 km long and it takes, on average, 2 hours to

species in the park, including 174

stamp with a bird, the symbol

cover it both ways. Access by car is possible by going

breeding ones. A dozen or so of

of the state in a given year

from Słońsk to the car park near a canopy and the

them are on the Polish Red List

confirming your stay in the Birds’

bridge on the Postomia. Further on, there is a lookout

Republic. You can also complete

and several information boards, among other things.

an application for a passport

Remember that this is an open area, so in the colder

online. Every year, there is also

months it is worth wearing something warmer, and on

a reunion of several thousand
citizens of the birds’ state. Isn’t it
a beautiful initiative?
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Geese in
the Ujście
Warty National Park
in autumn

sources, there are about 279 bird

of Endangered Animals, such as
little bittern, shelduck, teal, little
gull and Eurasian curlew. One
would say that birds are the
dominant animal species in this

a sunny day we suggest headwear. Depending on the

area throughout the year (includ-

period of the visit, we will see species such as grebes,

ing winter).

cormorants, herons, night herons, greylag geese, terns,
wagtails, storks, cranes, geese, gulls, swans and many,
lubuskie – vivacity
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Tourists at
Wał Północny
xxxxxx

The road is accessible only periodically, usually from

The Ujście Warty National Park is a real paradise for

the end of April to the beginning of winter, but it

birdwatchers. Ornithological safaris can be held at

may also be inaccessible in early spring, summer

any time of the year, but it’s nice to combine them

or autumn (after heavy rainfall). You should always

with a visit to one of the local events. We especially

make sure it is a favourable time to visit to avoid

recommend “Summer Meetings with Naturalists”

disappointments. The park management provides

(slideshows, movie projections and tours with

any needed information (Phone No +48 95 7524027). It

experts) and “The Festival of Cows” (during

is worth being equipped with binoculars. Follow the

many educational games guests learn about the

park tour regulations which regulate photographing

importance of cattle in the protection of meadow

and filming birds and orders to report larger groups.

habitats and can even choose the winner of a cow

For more information: https://www.pnujsciewarty.gov.

beauty contest!). A unique atmosphere accompanies

pl – (click the „For tourists” tab).

“The Winter Bird Count” that takes place in the last

the expert advises

info

No. 2

Fragment
of the old
Warta river
delta near
xxxxxxx
Słońsk

week of January.

the expert advises

info

No. 3

There is a museum of martyrdom
of the Sonnenburg camp victims
(former German name of Słońsk)
in Słońsk by the national road to
Gorzów Wielkopolski, which has

many more. The park also offers other nature paths to

We go to Santok by a local road, picturesquely located

watching spot located north of the village of Borek, is

operated since 1974. One of the first

visit on foot, including swamps (near the park’s seat in

along a railway line and the Warta. This is one of the

more complicated. A map will be useful here. We will

German concentration camps was

Chyrzyno), alder forests (footbridges through the for-

most beautiful scenic roads in the Lubuskie Province.

get there from Gorzów Wielkopolski along Kobylogór-

established here in April 1933, in-

est on the Northern Polder), and Na Dwóch Kółkach

We are also accompanied by the international water-

ska, Wylotowa and Borkowska Streets towards the

the foundations of the Polish state for centuries. The Museum of the Santok

tended mainly for the political and

przez Polder Północny bicycle path (about 30 km long,

way E70.

village of Ciecierzyce and further along the so-called

Gord (a branch of the Museum of the Lubusz Land in Gorzów Wielkopolski)

ideological enemies of the Third

running along the area from the Warta River side and

Due to the presence of two important Polish rivers

lock shaft or from the village of Brzozowiec between

houses an archaeological exhibition devoted to this castle town (the

Reich from Germany and the oc-

highlighting, among other things, the history of its land

(by the way, provide a reminder here that the Warta

Deszczno and Trzebiszewo. There are nearly 170 spe-

cupied countries, including Poland,

improvement and the settling process). Detailed maps

flows out in the vicinity of Zawiercie-Kromolin, and the

cies of waterfowl in the reserve including, for example,

France, Belgium, the Netherlands,

can be found on the park’s website.

Noteć in the Kujawy region near Chodecz and Bogoło-

curlews, greylags, cranes, black and red kites, kingfish-

Luxembourg and Norway. One

In addition to the paths designated by the National

mia) there are many places to observe the avifauna.

ers and nightingales. Remember to obey the internal

of the most famous prisoners of

Park, it is worth taking the hiking trails prepared by

Some of the most interesting are the areas around

regulations of the reserve on access by car or other

characteristic fortified tower towering over Santok. Although it seems old, it

Sonnenburg was Carl von Ossietzky,

Unitis Viribus. These are themed trails marked with dif-

the bridge on the Warta, where fishermen have beat-

means, and be aware of the high water level periods

was built in the 1930s. A Teutonic castle used to stand in this place in the

a German writer who opposed

ferent colours: the trails of greylag, corncrake, hoopoe,

en various paths, including one leading directly to the

when many of these places are inaccessible.

fifteenth century, so the spirit of history is certainly present here. There is a

re-arming Germany and Nazism.

woodpecker and kite. More details are available at the

mouth of the Noteć, as well as the area located to the

After the tiring trip, it is certainly time to find some-

In 1935, Ossieztky was awarded

association’s website http://www.tps-unitisviribus.org.

east of the Noteć. To get there, go along Gorzowska

thing for the night – maybe in an agritourist farm near

the Nobel Prize, the collection of

pl/szlaki-turystyczne.

Street towards the village of Płomykowo, then near the

Santok or in a hotel in Gorzów Wielkopolski.

which was effectively prevented by

We continue our journey towards Gorzów Wielkopol-

railway station in Santok we turn right to the bridge

German Nazis.

ski, where we turn east at the Santockie roundabout

over the Polka canal up to the pumping station. Access

onto Warszawska Street towards the town of Czechów.

to the Santockie Zakole nature reserve, the third bird

84
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Santok is the „watchtower and the key of the kingdom” – this is how Gallus
Anonymus referred to the Santok castle town, which was already erected in
the eighth century, had been a strategic defensive site for centuries and laid

museum ticket can be used on the same day at its other locations in Gorzów
Wielkopolski). It is also worth climbing a fairly steep path (you have to go
under the railway viaduct at Szkolna Street and then turn right) or another
possibility is to, for example, cycle along Szkolna and Basztowa Streets and
then, at a 180-degree angle, return along the route on the hill leading to the

breathtaking southward view of the area from the top of the tower. On the
left we can see a characteristic steel bridge on the Noteć, just at its mouth
to the Warta. In the foreground, we will see meadows and fields in the place
of the former Slavic settlement, and the areas around Gorzów Wielkopolski
on the right. However, the most beautiful month for a visit is May, when the
lilacs, covering the moraine hill on which the tower stands, are blooming.
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The market square of Pszczew features a
characteristic Shoemaker’s House and the seat of
The market
square in
xxxxxx
Pszczew

A historic
presbytery
building in
xxxxxxx
Pszczew

the Museum (Halls of Memory), located in a historic
wooden residential building from the second half
of the eighteenth century. It is distinguished by its
shape and proportions. A large part of the museum
houses the restored workshop and the shop of
Feliks Paździorek, who was a shoemaker and had
been repairing, manufacturing and selling footwear
since the 1890s until 1955. The museum is not open
year round, so it is worth inquiring about opening
days beforehand (Phone No +48 95 749 23 22, www.

info

gokpszczew.pl).

the expert advises

No. 5
A visit to the private Open-Air

info

No. 4
Franciszek Niewidziajło, a soldier
of the Polish People’s Army, who
was involved in the symbolic
Poland’s Wedding to the Sea in
Kołobrzeg on March 18, 1945, is
buried in the cemetery in Sława.
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Museum of Beekeeping, a part

T
T

of the Wine and Honey Trail of
the Lubusz Land, is a must. The

he next day of the trip will take us to the area

to Silna – the road itself is very picturesque as it leads

in Klenica we fork off to road 278, which will lead

equipment. Because there is a motor boat ban on the

museum displays unique exhibits

of Pszczew and Trzciel. It is best to get there

along the western shore of the lake). Pszczew also

us to Sława. Too complicated? Let’s just use the GPS

entire lake, we are dependent on the strength of our

documenting the art and work of

from Santok by the expressway from Gorzów

provides us with a Natural Education Centre that is

navigation.

hands or legs, but this, in turn, will allow us to explore

a beekeeper and tree-hive keeper

Wielkopolski to Międzyrzecz, from where we

worth visiting located near Lake Duży Szarcz (by the

Lake Sławskie, called the Silesian Sea by Germans, is

the bays. Remember, however, that it is forbidden to

continue along regional road 137 and then locally ar-

way, what a tongue-twister for foreigners). The centre

the largest lake in Lubuskie Province (over 800 hec-

enter thicket and reeds – at the end of the day, we do

rive at the picturesque Pszczew situated on lakes.

runs extensive educational and promotional activities.

tares). The Lake Święte nature reserve is in the village

not want to disturb birds. We can spot bitterns, little

It also offers accommodation. Further information:

of Święte between Konotop and Lubiatów, with very

bitterns, swans, long-tailed geese, greylag geese, coots,

he best places for bird watching are situat-

+48 95 7491 299, pszczewski@zpkwl.gorzow.pl. There

limited human pressures. It is a habitat of a large num-

herons, grebes, bearded reedlings and other bird spe-

shape given by nature and unique

ed on the route linking Pszczew with Trzciel,

are many marked hiking and cycling routes running

ber of waterfowl species, such as black storks, cranes,

cies on Lake Sławskie.

straw roofs. The entire complex

near the villages of Rybojady and Borowy

through the landscape park. It is impossible to be

herons and cormorants. Nearby there is a 40-meter

Młyn. The road is in poor technical condition,

bored here.

wooden observation tower with two platforms (20 m

but the views will compensate for the inconvenience.

A few kilometres lie ahead of us. We are now going

and 36 m high). At the bottom there is a car park for

The Pszczew Landscape Park, which covers the area

to Sława (literally). To get there, it is best to go from

several cars, covered stands, a stage, a bonfire space

of lakes around the Obra River, has many educational

Pszczew to Trzciel, and from there follow the local road

and many information boards. It is best to leave the

paths, such as Nad Jeziorem Wielkim (On Lake Wielkie)

towards Zbąszyń (on the way we will pass the entry to

vehicle in the car park in Sława and move around the

path, around 3 km long. Water and marsh birds, among

the A2 motorway); just after passing the railway sta-

area on two wheels. There are bicycle rental shops

ee on the Oder old-river bed, from where we can move

others, in the reserve can be watched from a special

tion we enter regional road 302, after passing Kosiec-

run by numerous holiday resorts. It would be a per-

on foot. By the beginning of the nineteenth century,

lookout. A wooden observation tower rises over lake

zyn we turn onto the 304 road to Babimost, where we

fect time to rent a pedal boat or a canoe. Lubuski Klub

the Oder River bed was already regulated in the area

Chłop (access from Batorego Street, along a dirt road,

turn onto the 313 towards Kargowa, and then further

Żeglarski (www.lkz.org.pl), a Yachting Club, rents such

and the forest began to serve as recreational space.

O

n the third day of the trip we go through
Nowa Sól to Zielona Góra. It is worth visiting the so-called Odrzański Forest there, located north of Krępa (access via Chynów or

Zawada). We can leave the car in the car park near a lev-

– its history, development and
contemporary state. We will also
find a collection of old hives here,
including hollowed out trunks of
trees, sculptured, with a unique

is supplemented by a large
collection of Nativity scenes. Many
exhibits date back to the last two
centuries and the beginnings
of this century, which remind
us of our roots, culture, art and
customs.
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It is worth taking a ferry in Połęcko to the other side
of the Oder to the village of Chlebowo (national road
138), and then through Łomy to Kosarzyn. The Nysa

The Oder
near Kostrzyn
xxxxxx

Łużycka River has found an outlet to the Oder River
there. There is a characteristic huge cross on the
Polish promontory and the village of Ratzdorf on the
German side (the best access is from the GubenNeuzelle road). A path beaten by tourists leads us to
the promontory. The wonderful views are priceless!

the expert advises

info

No. 7
There is a „bridge to nowhere” in

info

No. 6

Kłopot. Before 1945, the village had a
connection via the bridge on the Oder
with the town of Fürstenberg (now part

A restaurant was even established in Krępa. Walking

ruins of German bunkers (note: you cannot enter them

Gubin), and the Oder flood plains south of the Masze-

The village of Kłopot, also known as the stork village, is

of the German Eisenhüttenstadt). It

paths with leisure and bathing places, as well as tourist

because their poor condition).

wo-Rybaki-Rąpice-Kłopot road and the area of Połęcko

the icing on the cake of our bird hikes. There is the White

was built around 1919 as a reinforced

infrastructure, were developed here. Otto Mülsch, who

We return to Zielona Góra and continue towards Żary

and Chlebowo. Partly and periodically, large flooded

Stork Museum with an exhibition dedicated to the stork.

concrete structure. The bridge played

A system of reservoirs of the former

managed the then-German Oderald in the years 1900-

on national road 27 to stop off near Nowogród Bo-

meadows are characteristic in this area. There are ap-

The museum also conducts educational activities (book-

a most important role at the end of

gravel pit are located on the Bóbr. Part

1920, was the most well-known forester. Thanks to

brzański. There is an interesting system of reservoirs of

prox. 218 bird species, which, according to the park’s

ing required). There is a small observation tower next

1944, when German refugees from the

of the gravel pit is still operating; thus,

him, the city invested in access roads, forest paths and

the former gravel pit (fabryka domów – the factory of

website, constitutes 48.5% of the national bird life,

to the building, from where you can clearly see stork

east of the Reich crossed the bridge

we must avoid entering the area due

diverse tree stand. The monument-boulder devoted to

houses) on the Bóbr River. This area, relatively heavily

both breeding and migrating. The park has the larg-

nests with birds sitting in them, completely unafraid of

day and night. The bridge was blown

to health and life hazard.

him stands at the car park on the levee. The Odrzański

devastated by man, abounds in numerous fish ponds

est white stork colony in western Poland, especially

the presence of people. Some of the nests are monitored

up by the Germans on February 4, 1945

Forest has been part of the city of Zielona Góra since

and unexploited, deserted reservoirs. The best way to

around the village of Kłopot, but more on that later.

live via a webcam – you can watch the video stream

in order to hinder the crossing of the

January 1, 2015. This place abounds in fowls, such as

get there is via regional road 288 (towards Krosno

It is best to tour the park by car (access road to the

online. The Management of the Liga Ochrony Przyrody

Oder by the Red Army. Later, the river

song thrushes, redwings, nightingales, pipits, swans,

Odrzańskie), taking a left turn at Fabryczna and Bo-

village) and on foot or by bicycle (e.g. along one of sev-

District (Conservation League) in Zielona Góra initiated

became the border and the bridge has

harriers, kingfishers, woodpeckers, storks, cranes, kites,

gaczowska Streets to Lake Turowskie. This is definitely

eral marked trails). The most ornithologically valuable

the White Stork Museum in Kłopot.

not been rebuilt since then. It is an

sparrowhawks, honey buzzards and finches. We walk

the ideal area for walking or cycling. Here we can ob-

places are Lake Krzesińskie (access from the village of

or cycle along the inner paths (bicycles can be rented,

serve such birds as goldeneyes, great crested grebes,

Bytomiec, further on foot towards the polder), Górka

for example, in Zielona Góra). The forest dirt road leads

swans, mallards, wagtails, quails, hoopoes and widg-

Miłowska (near the village of Miłów, between Rybaki

through the levee up to the Oder embankment to the

eons. We continue our journey on regional road 288

and Bytomiec), where you come across flying ducks, pi-

marina on the Oder River, if someone wanted to see

towards Krosno Odrzańskie.

geons and geese, and Polder Rąpicki (here we’ll main-

the river. It is also a good place to rest. You can also

It covers the river mouths of the Nysa Łużycka and the

ly see swans and ducks). We can also see a hunting

T

take a stroll eastward along the Oder River and see the

Łomianka to the Oder River near Kosarzyn (north of

white-tailed eagle in the park.

birds began.
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lubuskie – vivacity

his is the last spot on the bird route. We approach Cybinka on a local road, from where
we reach Słubice on national road 29 and
travel further on along national road 31 to

amazing viewing platform on the Oder.
Be especially careful on the bridge.
The access to the bridge is poorly
marked and the road is quite narrow,
although passable..

Kostrzyn nad Odrą – where our adventure with the

lubuskie – vivacity
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